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A Forum for Archltoctu;t end Culturo
The mission of ARCADE Magazine is:

To provide a forum for the exchange of ideas and opinions that influence
or inform the built enviromeni of the Northwelt,

To include perspectives from all design professions, including architecture,
landscape archirecrure, interior iesign, graphic ;;rig;ir;;;;i;i'-^ -'

_ . design,.construction, fine arts, urrd p".r'fi.ming arts.
To involve rhe greater community of the'Northw.i i, the crearion of

our environment and our culture.

The Northwest Architectural League
is a non-profit educational org^n{za-
tion dedicated to increasing general
awareness of architecture, design,
allied arts, and the environment. it
sponsors a variety of events and
publishes ARCADE, a quarterly
iournal for architecture-and deiien
in the Northwest, including Oreg"on,
British Columbia, Washington.

ARCADE welcomes submis-
sions. We print feature articles with
a critical slant about architecture
and allied arts in the Northwestern
United States and British Columbia.'We invite news items and calendar
entries of interest to the design
communitS restaurant reviews with
an eye for design, book reviews, and
new design/architecture, which is
printed in New Vork.

Please send inquiries to Editor,
ARCADE Magazine, 23 1 8 Second
Avenue, Box 54, Seattle V/A 98121.
E-Mail: arcade00@msn.com,
Phone: 205-45 4-6409,
Fax:206-453-6344

ARCADE is a 501(c)3 non-
profir corporation; donations are
tax deductible.

Contents @ 1997, the North-
west Architectural League and
ARCADE Magazine, except as
otherwise noted. All opinions
expressed are those of the authors.
Ve make every effort to insure
accuracy, but neither ARCADE
Magazine, nor its volunteers, nor
officers of the Northwest Architec-
tural League will be held liable for
errors, inaccuracies, or omissions.

On thr front coy.r!
Photographic image by
Jim Nicholls.
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features
Material Architect

-Myriam 
Blais

Dust to Dust:

Notes on St. Mark's Cathedral

-Paul 
Stefanski

On the Nature of Metal:
'Work by Jim Garrea

-Margarerte 
Leite

In the Details:

The Construction of St. Ignatius

-Cohan, 
Summers, Wolken

Elevating Work

-Jim Nicholls

Richard Rhodes

-Saul 
Golden

Auf der Walz

-Kai-Uwe 
Bergman

Thinking Making

-Anderson, 
Anderson, Schoepp

ARCADE is indebted to Ted Mader
Associates Inc. for its graphic

expertise. The layout of each issue is

done on a completely volunteer basis.

The two "Ted Mader Pages," as they

have come to be known, are his

personaI reflection and commentary

on a subject that is of great interest to
him personally. We look forward in
anticipation to what they are going to

be and hope you do also.

Donations Have Been Made by the

Following to ARCADE:
Bob & Mary Jo Aegerter, Dorm
Anderson, Baylis Brand Wagner Ar-
chitects, Gregory M. Bishop,
Meredith L. Clausen, Juliet S. Cole,

Paul Dermanis & Associates, Donn
Devore, Kelby Fletcher, Mike
Heffron, Susan M. Herre, Gordon
Hicks, N.J. Johnston, Susan H. Jones,
Kate Joyce Co., The Henry Klein
Partnership, Gerard LaCaille,
Lawrence Architecture, Glen A.
Llyod, Wendell H. Mueller, Bob

Shrosbree, Ellen Sollod, Stickney

Murphy Romine Architects, Stock &
Associates, Ben Trogdon Architects,

Madeleine 'Wilde.

Volume XV, Number 4

contents

20 Portland Building

-Meredith 
L. Clausen

30 Thermal Mitts

-Larry Rouch

32 Creating the Exuberant Ciry

-Jack 
Sidener

38 what to Do with the

Alaska Way Viaduct

-Ted 
Mader
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4 Letter from the Editor/Letters
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14 Book Review:

Paths, People and Purposes

by Philip Theil

-Michael 
Benedikt

18 0n the Boards

-Editor Matt Anderson

21 Critique:
Modest Modernist
Playing War, Building Forts

Youthful Valor

-Glenn 
Veiss

40 Calendar

-Editor Catherine Kim

42 On My Mind: Forward Seattle

-David Brewster

Find ARCADE online at:

www. afcadej ournal. com

UpcotrltNc IssuPs

Felf lsuo-Srptrmbor 1997 - Obloctof Thought
Guest Editor: Jim Nicholls

Industrial design, furniture, and lighting
designed and manufactured in the Northwest.
- Toyo lto: Saul Golden
- Work on the Pacific Rim: David Horowitz

Wlntcr lrsur - Drccmbor t 997 - Tho Archltect as Artlst
Guest Editor: Iole Alessandrini

- Interview of Gary Hill: Roxanne Varzi
- Indian and Western Culture in the Northwest: Liz Rekevics

- Architecture and Art: Klaus Helweger
- Leonardo Da Vinci's Codex Leicester: Mimi Gardner

521 5 Beach Drive SW

Seattle, WA 98136

Phone: 206.932.9441

Fax: 206.932.01 90
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Letter I rom the Editor

Washington Pass Overlook
Ke I bau gh Calth o rpe Arch ite cts
with Einar Jarmund F.N.A.L.
Photography by Peter Cohan

A small wooden building marks the southern edge of the stone terrace at'Wash-
ington Pass. It is distinguished by a broad overhanging roof supporred by canted
glu-lam columns. Its construction bears witness to L5 feet of *int.. snow that
human eyes never see. Light reflected from the terrace bounces through the wo-
ven layers of wood. Each layer records the gradual gathering of loads from a
long-melted blanket of snow-from tongue and groove decking-to 4x4 sub-
purlins-to staggered purlins-to the paired beams that finallltransfer the now-
concentrated loads to eight tapered columns. The magnitude

. of the load is gauged by the great size of the members and rhe narrow spacing
between them. The ability of wood to accept those forces is evidenced by each
column's profile-iust wide enough at the top to carry vertical loads, increasing
in girth at the waist to resist buckling, and returning to its original dimension at
the base.

The spaces that these constructions contain are not in themselves perceived.
The qualiry of experience that they evoke is construed only by the ,rrirr. of their
containers, the materials of which they are composed, the manner in which they
are built, and the specific ways in which they respond to the inevitability of
gravity and light. The articles in this issue of

ARCADE focus upon making and materials as the radical essence of architec-
ture-they make the case that the beauty of architecture derives from the neces-
sity of its construction-and that the making of meaning is not possible without
first understanding the meaning of making.

The editors wish to thank all of the people who participated in the making of
this issue, particularly the contributing authors, without whom we would have
nothing to say, and the graphic designers at Ted Mader Associates, without
whom we would have no way to say it.

-Peter 
Cohan and Aubrey Summers

The sculpture assembly studio in the lab annex at
Evergreen State University is a space between two
buildings. It is washed by light which filters through
the sloping glass roof and supporting steel beams ihat
separate an existing building from the remaining
studios in the annex. The light obliquely grazes the
cast concrete wall that delimits those studios. record-
ing every nuance of its making-the joints in the
formwork, the steel form ties, the texture of the
mix-even the way the plywood formwork deforms
as the wet, heavy mix is poured in, forming dimples
where the formboards are held tight against the ties.
The wall is hard as rock, yet appears soft as rhe
light-a nuanced surface that precisely measures the
bending strength of the plywood, the tensile strengrh
of the steel, the mass of the concrete, and the height
of the pour.

The Evergreen State University Lab Annfx
Carl son Fe rri n Architects
Photography by Michael l. Shopenn
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ARCADE welcomes succinct letters on articles. Letters may be edited for
length. Please send Letters to the Editor to 2i18 Second Avenue, Box 54,
Seattle, Washington 98121 . E-mail: arcade00@msn.com; include your name
and phone number.

Henry Gallery
Early in April I had the good
fortune to be in Seattle-the
cherry trees were in bloom on the

LM campus, the sun was shining,
the Mountain and Hale-Bopp
were out, the city was in its glory.
ARCADE smiled at me from
Bulldog News' shelves, so I read

the (!ilinter?) piece on the Henry
Gallery, with the sketch of the

original concept for enfolding
Palladian arms to eventually greet

the visitor.
Coincidentally, Tb e S eattle

Times had pieces that same

Sunday on the Henry by Robin
Updike and Mark Hinshaw. So I
browsed through them over
coffee, then made my way to the

University Parkway to see what
sounded like a grand building.
Perhaps Mr. Hinshaw's commen-
dations for the design of the

Henry as a museum will prove
accurate when we can get inside
the building, but as a gateway to
campus it is more than a rump, as

he noted. At the front door of a

major public institution it is an

affront, no, worse-where there

should be a graceful set of
landscaped ramps, steps, maybe

even monumental urns and

lanterns, we get what looks like a

large trash compactor! I hope

there's enough of a setback to
support vines. Thanks for the
article which revealed what might
have been, an).way.

Jack Sidener, FAIA

Hong Kong

Welcome to the Party,
Mr. Rouch!
Larry, I thoroughly en joyed

reading your commentary about
digital imagery and its implica-
tions for architecture.

I would take issue with your
comments, however, that only
recent developments in rendering
algorithms which mimic
"photorealism" are worthy of
architects' time and aftention.
Virtual reality technology, as a

viable concept, has been around
for decades, and some of us have

been applying it to architecture
for many years-successfully.

Furthermore, the value of
virtual reality to architectural
representation is in fact not even

tied to photorealism, but to the

real-time, stereoscopic representa-

tion of three-dimensional space.

Ifiwhen you walk through a

computer simulation immersively,
and in real time, you'll find that
you don't need the realism that
your television-saturated and
photograph-conditioned eyeballs
yearn for. In fact, you might not
even want it. I(hen you apply
virtual reality to the architectural
design process, you'll find that
the "carroonish" abstraction it
commonly offers the architect/
participant is a necessary charac-
teristic of design media, just like
working in clay, chipboard, or
pastel.

Still you hit the nail right on
the head: whether you've been

using the technology in design for
five years or five minutes, you
can't help but realize indeed
"this" will kill "that"-as if
"that" wasn't already dead. The
question is: if our society accepts
the digital experience as a valid
substitute for the physical, what
will you do with your career?

Dace Campbell

Whenever possible, Dace

Campbel I practices arch itecture
in cyberspace.

.PETER MILLER

Phoro Ted Made.
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Column of Many Orders

Pilgrim's Way
The evening of Easter Sunday
culminated a year-and-a-half
long pilgrimage to the con-
stantly evolving chapel of St.
Ignatius. Over those 18
months, the concept of an idea
shaped by a few became
r eahzed by earthmovers,
construction workers, finish-
ers, glassblowers, metalsmiths,
artists, and carpenters.
Throughout the tactile con-
struction process I witnessed
the easting of the Corbusian-
inspired lenses, spied upon the
pouring of Schindler's tilt-up
walls, and slunk past the
barricades monthly to see first
hand the raising of Holl's steel
arches.

Sample concrete walls
stained mustard yellow stood
nearby as the opened earth
awaited a foundation. The
arrival of fall witnessed the
raising of interlockrng walls,
cracks marking their strain.
Seemingly oversized steel tubes
primed red arched across the
central nave. !7ith winter
descending, the star-filled sky
could only be seen through
skylights; scissor lifts stood by
silently as puddles marked the
passing of another storm.
Moonlight illuminated the
monthly scene as stud walls
skinned the interior, creating a

rhythmic score to the compo-
sition.

As the openings were
glazed and the entrance sealed,
I became more creative in
entering its interior. The final
acts included the swelling of
the landscape; the filling of the
pool, its surface reflecting the
falling rain; and the patterned
raking of its interior. On
Easter Sundrrl' I oncc agein
hastened inside to stand
r,"'rthin rr -ur,,:rrencd rrionr
looking olrt over flvo hundred
fellow souls filling the chapel
nitl'r the spir:it and life for
rvhich it rvas intcr.rclcd. nr1'

piIgrimrrge complete.
Tl'r,rnk 1'ou, N{r. Iloll irncl

Fathers Sr-rlliviln irnd Cobb.

From the Toothbrush
to the City-David Ryan
on Industrial Design
Lately I have considered the
visual disconnect between
Industrial Design and Archi-
tecture. The way a modern car
looks in comparison to the
house it sits outside, the way
our latest computer looks in
comparison to the office
interior or even the desk it is

sitting on, or the way the
latest electric shaver looks in
comparison to the hotel
bathroom it is being used in.
Their inspiration seems to
spring from different sources.
Industrial Design uses the
breadth of industrial produc-
tion to give form and meaning
to its ideas whilst Architecture
invariably uses the force of its
historical past to give form to
the present. The consequence
is a lack of visual unity in our
man-made environments.

The historical notion that
architecture, as the"mother of
the arts," determines the
character of all other objects is
no longer valid in our industri-
alized societies. That Architec-
ture and Design should still be
philosophically and visually
discon nected needs examina-
tion.

In postwar Italy there
were attempts to unify design
and architecture under the
banner of the slogan "from
the teaspoon to the city"
(E. N. Rogers). This slogan
implied not only a reversal of
the current notion that the city
or the building determined the
form of the teaspoon; but also
that thc mode of industrial or
mass production that gave
form to the teaspoon should

permeate upwards to deter-
mine the larger scale objects
such as buildings, and that
everything could be viewed
freshly as an object to design,
without any limiting stylistic
ties to the past. Generally it is
uncommon to see such a
unifying and visionary
approach to design today,
where boundaries are no
longer important.

On the occasion of my
recent birthdaS whilst
pondering over these ideas, I
was given a book, STARCK
(published by Taschen), a

comprehensive survey of the
work of Phillipe Starck to
date. I was absorbed by the
book, the images and breadth
of work, the radical practical-
ity and unpredictably of his
designs, and it struck me that
this was someone philosophi-
cally in line with the notion of
"from the teaspoon to the
city. " Starck is a designer of
enormous creative talent, as

well known for the design of
toothbrushes as for furniture
and buildings. All are ap-
proached in the same way, as

useful, thoughtful, and new
objects, regardless of scale.
His work seems to represent a

personal vision and quest for a

unifying approach to all that
we design, where the elegant
form of a humble toothbrush
informs the presence of large-
scale buildings. In this there is
much to learn.

Photo by Kurt Wolken

"7-Ply:
Plywood and Memory"
exhibit by
artist Donald Fels

Our lives are defined in part
by the materials we use to
construct our environment,
and the items which surround
us become embedded with
memory and meaning. This is
the theme of the "7-Ply:
Plywood and Memory"
exhibit by artist Donald Fels at
the Bellevue Art Museum,
through June 15. His is half of
a fwo- part exhibit with Lou
Cabeen entitled "Reconstruct-

ing Memory: Sanctuary and Desire. " Fels created an installa-
tion to demonstrate the communication of memory, personal or
cultural, and the allusive power of everyday materials, in this
case plywood. Sponsors for the exhibition include
'Weyerhaeuser Corporation, American Plywood Association,
University of rJ7ash-

ington College of
Forest Resources,
Henry Art Gallery,
Dunn Lumber
Company, Sellen
Construction Com-
panS Microsoft
Corporation, Plum
Creek Timber, King
County Arts
Commision, and the
Washington State
Arts Commission.
Visit the museum
web site athttp:ll
www.bellevueart.org

- Dauid Ryan

Photo by Kurt Wolken

Symposium on Sustainable Design

The Symposium on Sustainable Design, held April 25th at the Seattle Art Museum, was an
opportunity to learn from the jurors of the third annual International Design Resource Compe-
tition about their own work in sustainable design. The jurors were Russell Johnson, Director of
Environmental Affirs for IKEA; Mary Jarrett, President of Amazing Recycled Products, Inc.;

Jakki Dehn, professor of Product and Furniture Design at Kingston University in London;
Wendy Brawer, a NYC industrial designer and initiator of the "Green Map System"; Richard
Schoen, FAIA, UCLA professor, and inventor and Susan Snenasy, editor of Metropolis maga-
zine. They gave glimpses of the current state-of-the-art in sustainable design, everyday struggles
in being "responsible," and insight on successful designs, inch"rding:
o Community-oriented solutions to problems with waste tend to be most successful
r Ask and encourage your suppliers to provide sustainable products
o The most successful designs go beyond the fact r-rf using recycled matcrials
. U.S. industries will need to incorporate "producer responsibility" for easily recyclable

products in the near future to compete in the world marketplacc.
The Syrnposium was sponsored by Barbara and Tom Johnson of Johnson Design Studio,

The King County Commission for Marketing Recyclables, and the Seattle Art Museum. The
International Design Resource Competition entries will be exhibited at the Vashington State
Convention Center from September 5th to November 15th.

- Karla Forsbeck
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Building of tubes and iack-up method of plates
Toyo lto & Associates, Architects

Space.City Libraries Lecture Series

This spring Space.City, the new independant not-for-profit
organization dedicated to stimulating spirited public discussion
of art, architecture, and urban culture, sponsored its first
lecture series. Over the course of four events-culminating in a
lecture by the provocatiye Japanese architect Toyo Ito-
"Libraries of the Future: The New Space of Information" used

Seattle's plans for a new central library as a springboard for
wide-ranging discussion.

What does it mean to build a library in the new age and
city of information?

What is this space? Panel discussions reviewed the power
of the library both as an organization and an artifact: as

teacher, democratic ideal, secular reliquary, cultural authority,
gateway to technology, central public space, and physical
experience. From a discussion of his own library-the Sendai
Mediatheque-Toyo Ito pushed on to consider the new urban
landscape. He left an image of architecture as the clothing-the
"media suit"-that will translate the jungle of our electronic
age and sensitize us to it.

This month the discussion continues as Space.City begins
what will be an ongoing series, "Outside Voices"-lectures by
artists and architects from outside the United States or beyond
the mainstream of cultural conciousness.

For more information contact Space.City@wrenchwrench.com

- A*y Lelyueld

The Making of a Neighborhood
rWhile the Neighborhood Planning process perks along
throughout the city, Belltown residents are taking action right
now to design and build improvements to their pedestrian
environment.

The Growing Vine Street Project, funded by several grants
and neighborhood contributions of time and money, is taking
tangible shape. This project will develop a master plan for
Green Streets, alleys, entry points, and nodes to provide a

network of pedestrian-friendly circulation which builds on
Belltown character.

Major emphasis will be on the Vine Street/Green Street
which will expand the Belltown P-Patch and incorporate art
and greenery in a linear urban park from the waterfront to
Denny Way.

Proposals for design consultants are due June 12th, and a
request for proposals for artists came out in late May. For
information call Giese Archiects, 441,-7440, or e-mail
giese@wolfenet.com.

Also don't miss Belltown Inside/Out coming up August
22nd to 24th. Plans are underway for a bigger-than-ever event
featuring tours of lofts and artist's studios, music, sales, the first
"Bite of Belltown," and the 2nd Annual Vine Street Festival.

- Carolyn Geise
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MOMA Short List

The following architects have

been short listed to submit
proposals for the extensive
remodeling of Museum of
Modern Art in New York City
- Herzog de Meuron
- Yoshio Taniguchi
- Bernard Tschumi

Jackson Place Neighborhood Sheds Light on Crime

Fifteen new streetlights were installed along 18th Avenue South,
Davis Place South, and South Norman Street, which consists of
predominately single family housing and runs through the heart
of the neighborhood. The proyect was developed by the Jackson
Place Commi.rnity Council, and is intended to create a safe and
pleasar.rt walkway through the neighborhood. The lights are
modern in design and are 15 feet in height to emphasize the
pedestrian scaie. They are designed to illuminate both the
sidewalks and the street. The neighborhood hopes that by
rmproving the streets' lighting and appearance, legitimate
pedestrian traffic will be encouraged, and illegal activities like
prostitution and drug-dealing will be discouraged.

The streetlights were part of the Iarger neighborhood
revitalization effort provided by the \Tashington Insurance
Council's Seattle Neighborhood Action Program (SNAP) grant.
The lights cost $44,500 and were funded through SNAP with
additional help of $12,500 in matching funds from the Depart-
ment of Neighborhoods. The project process took two-and-a-
half years to be realized and involr,ed many different City of
Seattle departments, including Seatrle City Light. The 18th
Avenue street lighting project is a good example of residents
taking an active role in improving infrastructure in their
neighborhoods. It is empowering for residents to help see

projects like the Jackson Place Lighting Project through to the
end result.

- Jennifer Donnelly

contact us by E-Maill
arcade00@msn com
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Until this century most architects were trained as artisans for whom construction constituted an activity involving

materials, gestures, tools, and forms comprehended through their interrelations. For their part, materials were
thought of in ways that included the anticipation of building techniques most appropriately used or adapted.
Because they were apprehended, weighed, and measured mainly through some sort of contact with the body,

thinking about materials necessarily implied thinking about techniques of construction. Today's architects
have a different way of looking at construction, and consequently a more detached attitude towards materials.

This may be attributable in part to changes in construction techniques which our century witnessed (going from
a rather monolithic way of building to more immaterial techniques of construction based upon layers of functions,
not materials), and to a profusion of new and synthetic materials the production of which architects bear very

little if no responsibility. This may have contributed to what Kenneth Frampton has called the merely scenographic
in the art of building, where the transformation of architecture into visual images of quick consumption took
place at the expense of tactility and tectonics.l ln this view, architects and materials seem to stand in two
different worlds.2 Recent exhortations from contemporary architectural theory and criticism to seriously reconsider

materiality in architecture pave the way for reflection on impoftant cultural operations such as the production of
materials and the production of building techniques. As Hannah Arendt suggested, the very fact of "thinking in

terms of two worlds implies that those two are inseparably connected with each other,: it means reconciliation.3

The BODY of
thearchitect

the tree and

THE vine.

Clues to reinventing a lost relationship
betvveen architect and materials
may lie within a strange, even
grotesque, image of the architect
devised by the 1Gth-century French

architect Philibert de I'Orme.6

Throughout his works, de l'Orme
suggests that one should think of
architecture as a place of celebration:

. Authentic understanding of materials cannot be severed from the

technology used to work with them. For the present discussion, I will deflne

technology as the prudent use of techniques, which implies careful

consideration of both thought (as speculative and abstract reason) and

material.aTherefore, a technological intention becomes an .intention of
contact".5 Such "contact, (which rTteans *with tact,,) is endowed with ethical

and poetical connotations; for a search for contact between two different

realities (architect and materials, in this case) is called, in the realm of
poetry a metaphor. This contact needs to be invented or imagined, each

and every time, according to the situation: it is not given beforehand to the

architect. tn this way, t e C h nO L Ogy may
be a means towards metaphorica[,
creati ve, and
imaginative knowLedge.

To illustrate the cultivation of the
architect, de I'Orme felt he had to
invent an architect's body. This was
done by grafting additional body parts

and wings onto an othenryise natural

human body. Consider first the
architect's winged feet. ln de I'Orme's
drawing, importantly, flight is launched
by the lower members of the

architect's body. This "trans-pod"

comes from the body's material

foundation, from its stand or contact
to the ground by the soles of the feet.
Poets have conceived ot the "wings
of imagination", whose technological
corrolary is the arrow, as being always
worn at the feet. 7 Wings represent

a ballistics of imagination:
imagination must be armed, with
tools allowing flight.

Another characteristic of the
architect's body is the conspicuous
exhuberance of his senses of
perception: he is endowed with an

unusual quantity of sensory organs.
Four hands, and four ears:

and three eyes:

Four hands and ears represent the
attributes of practical wisdom acquired
by conscientious practice of a trade
(signifled by the hands), while listening

to, and pondering, other people's

counsel (signified by the ears). Practical

wisdom resembles prudence, as it is
concerned with tangible relationships.

ln de I'Orme's image, prudence also
comprises memory and experience,
intelligence in ordering the present,

and foresight in anticipating the future.
Through such an interpretation of
prudence, art becomes the paradigm

of ethical action in that it consists of

by Myriam Blais

Ecole d'architecture

Universit6 Laval . Qu6bec Canada

lntroducing pleasure and friendship
to the art of building, de l'Orme
proposed that it is part of an ethical

situation. Relationships between
buildings and people should resemble
those between people themselves.
The architect must therefore cultivate
himself or herself to ensure that such
encounters will occur. De I'Orme's
woodcut describes such cultivation
and is, in itself, a creative exercise in
metaphorical language: a language
without words which vividly demon-
strates what imagination means
and entails.

B

the enlightened man says.'

WEilI

l

Philibert de I'Onrp's "architect, (fom his prernier Torne & l'architecture, 2g3r)



. tle support of imqgination can on! be rqaterial because materi4s- he-lp give fofl! to the-imagination they bear.

Four ears and

three eyes

Four hands

Winged feet

actions producing something tangible. Since, according to Aristotle, the
existence of the idea of prudence presupposes the existence of a prudent
person (ethics embodied); similarly, the existence of architecture presupposes

the existence of a true architect (architecture embodied).
ln de I'Orme's woodcut, the additional body parts and wings around the

architect's body resemble the vine climbing on the tree. Traditionally, in the
cultivation of vines, a tree was used as a support or tutor for the vine which, in

turn, had to espouse the tree in order to grow. This procedure required careful
pruning of both vine and tree, so that neither would smother the other and that
the vine would bear good fruits. The outcome of such an encounter would be the
vinting of wine, another analogue for imagination.s Vine and tree meet each other,

in the space that both distinguishes and unites them. Their encounter is the
source of imagination, for reconclliation works through imaginatlon. lf imagination
implies that techniques are appropriately used, de I'Orme's image tells us of a
creative and "tactful, exchange between the architect's abstract thought and
materials; a "move from setf to other".s The vine climbing and turning around the
tree illustrates the architect's celebration of materials: the tree supports the vine,
yet the vine trans-ports and celebrates the tree (like the wings and other body
pafts on the architect's body). Although de l'Ormeb drawing acknowledges the
respective limits of both thought and materials, it suggests that work at
reconciling them is possible and that the support of imagination can only be
material because materials help give form to the imagination they bear.

De l'Orme strongly emphasized the materiality of architectural work, and how
to deal with materials so that their virtues, not onty their physical properties, are
made manifest. For celebrating materials is also a celebration of thought, through
imagination. The very appearance of the image recalls that adequate technology
(grafting or pruning) has been used. This brings a subtle refinement within the
realm of technology, which we seem to have forgotten. We usualty think of a
technique as a savoir-faire (know-how). For de I'Orme, it more precisety implies a
savoir s'y prendre (know-howto-handle-something-in{he-right-way): savoir s'y
prendre connotes complete understanding.l0 lt is to know how to cling to
whatever one wants to understand; savoir 'y prendre suggests perfect grasping.
Consequently, the vine's fate as much as the kee's are tied together.

Technology becomes a metaphorical means that makes the contact and the
reconciliation that has been imagined between different things perceptible.
Techniques need to be prudently adapted or interpreted to ensure that such
encounter will please and celebrate both parties in the exchange. ln this sense,
de l'Orme was concemed with the imaginative handling of materials through
skillful work. De l'Orme's drawing emphasizes that an architect must re-invent the
story that allows an appropriate use of the means at his disposal. While
acknowledging the inherent duality between thought and the nature of materials,
the architect should tum this duality into a celebration. lf materials are to be
understood as a necessary support for thought, architects must attend to the
techniques they use and to all the elernents entering the "cuisine, of their trade.
They have to be at work in the kitchen, where the banquet is being planned, in

hope that pleasure be both given and taken.
De l'Orme's images suggest that a fictional story conceived by the architect

constitutes a conjectural truth, and that the physical and intellectual circum-
stances from which a work of architecture is born represent the very richness
of architecture. The archilect does not merely use materials. Rather, he or she
celebrates them through thinking of their history and memory and of the
appropriate techniques of implementation. This is work employing metaphor.
Thanks to such con{act, the realm of material imagination opens wide, For, as
Arendt has suggested,
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touchstone for any comprehension of
materials and architecture. Since an

aesthetic experience implies a close

contact between thought and

materials, neither is perceived or

considered in isolation: aesthetic

experience is "felt presence, knowable

only in intuition".'3 There is no

distance, no division, between the time

and space of both subject and oblect:

through intuition, one somehow stands
within things in the making.r4 As de
I'Orme's drawing suggests comparing

materials to the human body (or

material qualities with bodily abilities), it

encourages the very enhancement of
materials and aims at inviting one's

own imagination in the act of making

as much as in the act of experiencing a

work of architecture. The play of this

subjective equilibrium between

imagination and understanding is the
pleasure that architecture provides.

But the bodily contact by which

architects used to weigh, measure,

and know materials has almost

completely disappeared from

contemporary practice. lt is still
possible to remember that true

architects, in de l'Orme's manner,

are fully embodied and that the ties

between immaterial thought and
material body become fathomable

through images and imagination.
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lf thoughts need to be re-membered

or embodied, and if using one's hands

aims at materializing thought,

imagination, prudent techniques, and

consequently any thing made will "re-
mind" us.12

A reconsideration of materials in

architecture is closely tied to the full-

fledged human body (not merely the

body that sees) and its situation in, and

understanding of, the world. The

human body must be returned as the

Relationsh i ps befween build ings
and people should resemble fhose
between peo ple themselyes.
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Notes on Sr. Mark's Cathedral by Paul Stefanski
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limitations. The ceiling of hefry fir timbers was

not originally planned eirher, but was a quick

solution to toppingoff*re building as moneywas

running out. The brick volumes are later
additions, built when the Diocese had collected

enough money to construcr sorely needed spaces

to house functions secondary to that of the main

nave. The resulting composition o[ stark forms

could be something out of Louis Kahn's

sketchbook, closer in spirit to a modern
construction than the traditional form the first

builders had imagined.

Budget limitations forced several

generations of builders into a clearer tectonic

expression than they might otherwise have

allowed themselves. Kahn himself is said to have

commented to this effect: "Give me a generous

budget and l'll give you good architecture. Give

me half the budget and I'll give you great

architecture." Design dccisions made in hastc and

lrom instinct have lelt St. Mark's as their great

legacy. The power is in its simpliciry.

The formal clariry of St. Mark's allows us

to better appreciate the tactile qualiry of its materials. At the time of the original concrete pour at the

main nave, such work was perlormed without the benefit of modern mixers and pumping equipmcnt.

Grevel, sand, cement, and water had to be mixed by hand and then deposited in the waiting flormwork.

The limitations of handwork, insufficient mixing, and vibrating of the concrete during construction

inevitably led to minor surface imperfections and spailing. This provided a toehold for further water

penetration, which lead to a more serious breakdown of the concrete and exposure o[ its aggregate.

Invading water eventually reached the reinforcing bars, and exposure to the air caused the metal to rust.

Reddish-brown stains weeping down the walls are the ghosdy shadows of this usually hidden element

of rei nforced concrete construction.

Erosion exposes the physical and philosophical depth o[the material. Exposure ofits constituent

parrs allows one to apprehend the thickness of the concrete wall; it is no longer merely a surface with
two-dimensional textural properties but a three-dimensional construction, dividing inside from outside

bur also itselfhaving an inside and outside. Internal structure is revealed; we are reminded that t]re wall

is an assemblage of parrs, which resists the natural forces of gravity and entropy. This resistance is ultimately

tragic, as the wa.ll will eventually cease to effectively enclose space.

In their essay, "On 1W'eathering," Mohsen Mostafavi and David Leatherbarrow describe the

existential beauty ofthe action ofweathering. The processes ofremoving the outer surface ofa material

and exposing a new surface, or adding new layers such as moss and dirt to the finished architectural

surface, reveal the passage of time. The publication of photographs comes nor at rhe end of
construction, but at the transition between human making and natural finishing. This reclamation

of a work by its natural surroundings also reminds us where the materials come from. fu brick and

concrete revert to sand, we remember their origins.

The failure of the concrete at St. Mark's may be attributed in part to its imperfections, but it is
these variations that lend the material its tactile aura. Many building materials and sysrems in use

today are conceived as ideal materials devoid

of imperfections. Gypsum board, for
example, presents a perfecdy smooth finish

sudace, rejecting the tendency oftraditional
plaster and lath construction to exhibit a

degree of texture and irregulariry The very

term "sheet rock" reveals an emphasis on the

surface over a concern with depth. The
irregulariry of plaster walls allows tiem to be

understood as soIid constructions with
thickness and weight, things which were

made by human hands rather than thin
sheet-goods rolled offthe assembly line.

St. Mark's Cathedral may be seen

today as a modern ruin. Ruins began to be

viewed romantically in the 18th and 19th

century when writers, artists, and architects

came to appreciate what Riegl has relerred to

as "age value," the ability of buildings to
deliver clues about the past to the present.

Goethe remarked that his life began the day

he first saw Rome; peering Llp at our own

concrete massif, one can imagine his gaze

lalling on the ruins of the Palatine Hill. Like those aged monuments, St. Mark's displays layers o{

palimpsest in its many incremental additions and alterations. Today we are shocked to see modern

constructions weathered, perhaps because Modernism has attempted to disguise or inhibit weatherinB,

creating "pure" spaces and clean surfaces. We expect new work to be antiseptic and homogeneous,

and our taste for imperfection and chaos is limited to a nosta]gic reverence for older buildings. Ve do

not expect to see modern constructions sagging gracefully back to earth, in the manner of a craftsman

bungalow.

Modern architecture has tended to privilege the clean, straight, and white form over the messy

and chaoric. Mostafavi and Leatherbarrow argue that "For modern architects, stains, such as those

resulting from the accumulation ofdirt, were thought ofas faults, to be suppressed both technically

and morally." This attitude has clearly limited our appreciation of the working of nature on finished

consrructions. Ve have forgotten that beaury can be found in the particular, as when a wizened old

face appears more compelling dran the "perfect" faces of magazine models.

St. Markt Cathedra.l is beautiful in its imperfections. The beginning of intention, the intervention

ofaccident, and the action ofweathering have combined to create an unforeseen composition. The

palimpsest illuminates the history of its materials, as well as the history of the Diocese. No unified

design could have spoken more eloquently.

Currently St. Marks is embarked
on yel another chapter of its
history-a reconstructed west wall
by Olson/Sundberg.
Se On the Eoards on page 18.
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From anylvhere around Lake Union, St. Markt Cathedral appears as a glistening monolith rising from
the bluffof North Capitol Hill. It is one of Seatde's true landmarks, an artifact old enough to remember

the stories ofan emerging ciry. Looking at its bulk, one can feel the presence ofits benefactorsJoshua

Green and J. H. Bloedel, and admire the imagination which attempted so monumental a construcrion

task. At the time, it was the second largest concrete pour in Vashington Stare, behind only the mammoth
Grand Coulee Dam.

The simple beaury of St. Mark's is the result of accident as much as design. Concrete was not intended

to be the finished surface material; the poured-in-place concrete wa][s were meant to carry a veneer of
'W'ilkeson 

sandstone to create an extravagant neo-Gothic facade, but this plan was scrapped due to budget
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n a region uhere uood is king. metal is

ptaUing d more uisibte and innouatiue rote

totlouing the national leads of architects

tike hark fiehrq and firms like l'lorphosis.

Seattte firms haue increasingtg begun to see

meta[uork less as mere structuralsuppofl

0r as mere 0rnamentdl c0mptetnent and m0re

as an integrated etement in the dialogue of

formal and aesthetic considerations that

shape their architectural c0n$ructi0ns

Seattle architects such as Jim [utler haue

broughtneu life to the design ofmetal

connectors as a msans of calling attention to

the beautt; of llorthuestulood. ruhite others

such as l'lark l'tittet carefultu hone sheet

metal into fiehry-esque boxes

Seattte's thriuing metats guitd attests to

the poputaritt1 of the material and brings

together artists and fahricators alike But

uhi[e pubtic recognition focuses on artulorks

such as 
"tllaiting 

for the Interurban. 
" 

The

Ilammering },lan. orthe lla*etptace pig and

their creators. those artists that contribute to

the architectural masterpieces of the citg

share [ess of the limetight The name Jim

[anett. for exampte. is littte recognized

except bg those uho pag attention to the

"behind-the-scenes" 
of much of Seattte's

auard-uinning architecture iim Ianett's

hightU crafted pieces haue contributed

significanttg to mang of Seattte architects'

finest projects
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O Garrett, a native of
Pittsburgh, left the "city of
steel" to study metallurgical
engineering at Geneva College
in Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania,
before getting his degree in
Fine Arts in 1.975 from
Syracuse University. There he
studied under industrial
designers Lee Dusell and Jerry
Malinowski in an experimental
and open-ended curriculum
within the recently formed
Experimental Studios Depart-
ment. In 1979 he moved to
Seattle and began work with a

metal design firm called
Enclume. His own firm,
Garrett Metals, was estab-
lished in 1980 and throughout
the years has remained a four
to six person team of artists
and fabricators. His work
includes privately commis-
sioned projects and collabora-
tions with architects as well as

public projects for Seattle and
King County. They range in
scope from gates, railings, and
structural connectors to light
fixtures and door hardware in
all types of metal. The scope of
design involvement varies with
each project and client, which
makes categorization of
Garrettt work difficult.

While most of Seattle's
recognized architects keep a

tight reign on their unique
design processes, the architect/
craftsman relationship is still a
collaborative one. The
architect will often provide a
drawing that defines the
overall "look" for a piece,
which in Garrett's hands must
be further refined in terms of
material type and size, joint
details, and finish. More often
than not, the architect is in
search of an expression of the
material which has to do with
its structural nature, an
aesthetic which can best be

defined as "architectonic."
This "cleaner look" is born
from the cutting and joining of
stock materials with simple
bolted connections or cleanly
welded joints. It relies more
on machined processes such as

milling and sanding.
The relationship between

craftsman and non-architect
client is often more open-
ended in terms of design
parameters but is usually
directed towards a more
traditional aesthetic in line
with the ornamental ironwork
and patterns of 19th century
European scrollwork, or early
20th century decorative arts
movements such as Art
Nouveau. These stylistic
traditions take advantage of
the maliable, fluid nature of
metal to create their organic
forms and rely on traditional
techniques such as forging. If
one could characterize Jim
Garrett's work, it would be by
the complimentarity he has
negotiated between these two
distinct trends in metal work.

Garrett points to the Art
Nouveau, Arts and Crafts, and
Art Deco periods as major
influences in his work. Many
would agree that these early
20th century movements
represent the height of metal
work in architecture. The Art
Nouveau, in particular, gave
rise to an early expressionism
in both architecture and the
metal work that accompanied
it which was as exuberant as it
was shortlived. Originating
from the two-dimensional
pafterns of the decorative arts
tradition, it was the fluid
nature of metal that was
emphasized in three-dimen-

sional form and brought to
new heights by architects such
as Victor Horta in Belgium,
Hector Guimard in France,
and Antonio Gaudi in
Barcelona. In Italy this new
expressionism gave rise to the
"Stile Liberry" and brought to
light the distinctive ironwork
of Mazzucotelli (fig. 1). The
craftsmen of this era were
adept at molding various types
of metal into the organic and
ribbon-like forms that belie the
density and weight of the
material. Both the casting and
forging processes were used to
great advantage in these
traditions.

o
As Modernism's precepts

gained ground in the architec-
tural world, the role of metal,
steel in particular, took on a
new dimension. Modernists,
who eschewed ornamentation
as superfluous, believed that
function should dictate form,
at least in theory. Indeed the
material itself, in its structural
form, became the symbol of a
new era of efficiency and mass-
production. It not only gave
structure but form to the
modern skyscraper (fig. 2).
Ironically, it also gave rise to a
widespread and lasting aes-

thetic movement often referred
to as the industrial or machine
aesthetic, which pays reyerence
to the clean lines and struc-
tural forms of the processed
material.I7hile the works of
Modernist architects such as

Mies van der Rohe are hailed
as the icons of functionalism,
most architectural students are
also aware of the example of
Mies's Lake Shore Drive
Apartment building in Chi-
cago, in which he used struc-
tural steel I-beams as ornament
itself. It is to the Modern
Movement that many
comtemporary architects owe
their appreciation for metal.
Although most are highly
appreciative of the earlier
movements, many are reluc-
tant to historicize or to
integrate elements of past
styles in their contemporary

architectures and thus hold
themselves to Modernism's
attribution of function as the
driving form-giver. In
contempory discourse we refer
to the tectonic aspects of
architecture, which suggests
that architecture's language
should arise from its making.

These distinct theoretical
positions that characterize
architectural history and
related fields are comple-
mented in metal work by the
dual nature of the material
itself. The molten properties
of metal allow it to be cast
into any mold, or heated and
formed into any shape while
its mass-produced and pre-
formed sheets and structural
bars are meant to be

stereotomically assembled.

Jim Garrett's work and
research throughout the years
represent a steady search to
understand and reconcile these
two conditions. His training
in metallurgy and industrial
design is complemented by
substantial studies in architec-
tural history. This breadth of
knowledge is important in
understanding not only the
physical properties of the
material but its historical uses
and resulting aesthetic implica-
tions. It is the key to his
successful collaborations with
architects and to the richness
of his own design work in
general.

Garrett's first important
commissions involved a series
of gates in the Pike Place
Market (fie. a) and Pioneer
Square areas. These projects
reveal his early interest in the
integration of industrial
materials, like steel mesh and
unmodified angle iron, with
delicately forged connections
that continues to be a trade-
mark of his work. In 1984
and 1985, Garrett collaborated
on two sets of gates with
Olson-rValker Architects and
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NBBJ Architects, respectively,
for the Merrill Place Building
in Pioneer Square. Layers of
angle and flatbar were joined
together with hand-forged
rivets to create the simple

o
geometric patterns that make
up these gates (fig. 5). In both
the Pike Place Market and
Pioneer Square projects,
Garrett employed split-drifted
joints, a technique which
appears in many of his
projects. This type of joint is

produced by heating and
splitting a steel bar to accom-
modate another bar whose end

is then forged to stabilize the
joint.

Garrett has also worked
on a series of projects requir-
ing metal connectors for
timber-frame construction. In
the tradition of the Arts and
Crafts, these connectors enrich
their functional purpose with
expressively forged bases and
traditional wedge-tightened
straps. A project for a studio
in the San Juan Islands with
architect Gordon Lagerquist
(fig. 6) was followed by a
series of proiects in the same
vein with James Cutler Archi-
tects. Garrett's work is

featured in Cutler's projects for
the Virginia Merrill Bloedel
Education Center on
Bainbridge Island and in the

Gates residence in Medina,
including its award-winning
caretaker's cottage.

For The Portico Group,
Garrett fabricated a steel
railing to complement a

picturesque stone watertower
in the San Juan Islands (1992).
The small hand-forged railing
owes much to the sinuous lines
and motifs of the the Art
Nouveau. The ribbons of steel
that make up the final form
have little to do with the
sometimes four-inch thick steel
bars from which they were
heated and hammered into
shape (fig. 7).

Garrett has also produced
some public works, including
gates and railings for Seattle

and King County. In 1989 he

was commissioned to design
and fabricate a set of gates
giving entry to the nearly
completed Downtown Metro
tunnel in Seattle. These gates,

more in the tradition of the Art
Deco in their geometric and
somewhat rwo-dimensional
patterns, also employ the split-
drifted connection (figs. 8,
9).In 1993, Garrett was
awarded another public
project by the King County
Arts Commission. It required
the design and fabrication of a

new railing for an existing
circular grand stair in Maple
Valley's Lake S7ilderness
Lodge (fig. 10). The necessiry
for on-site work in this project
led to the use of simple welded
connections to piece together

prefabricated "flag" elements
that enhance the dynamic form
of the stair.

ln 7993, with NBBJ
Architects, Garrett fabricated a

series of mechanisms for
rotating panels in the new
Seafirst Gallery in Seattle's
Columbia Tower. The mecha-
nisms utilize cast bronze
spheres held between struc-
tural I-beams and cane bolt
assemblies which allow the
spheres to run on bronze
tracks imbedded in the wood
flooring (fig. 11).

(D
lfith architect George

Suyama, Garrett participated
in a number of high-end
residences including that of
Starbucks Coffee CEO
Howard Schultz. The resi-

dence required a number of
metal railings as well as an
impressive main entry door of
steel and bronze lfig.72l.
Other projects involving his
work include the award-
winning Hornall residence on
Bainbridge Island by the same
architect, as well as Seattle's
newly renovated St. James
Cathedral by Bumgardner
Architects.

o
Ifith this impressive array

of projects, it is clear that
metal no longer plays the silent
partner to Northwest wood
but shares the limelight. So

too should its craftsmen. Jim
Garrett's popularity with
architect and non-architect
clients alike is due undeniably
to the quality of his work.
Garrett's results are invariably
worthwhile in their excep-
tional attention to detail and
supreme level of craftsman-
ship. It is to his broad knowl-
edge of the material and 30
years of practical experience
that we owe his deftness and
appreciation for the different
traditions and permutations of
metal.
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Book Review
by Michael Benedikt

Paths, People and
Purposes: Notations
for a Participatory
Envirotecture
By Philip Thiel
U niversity of Washington
Press,1997

Architecture can be under-
stood from the inside or from
the outside. This is not the
same as saying that architec-
ture can be understood from
the interior of buildings or
from the exterior of buildings,
from the rooms inside or from
the street. Rather, ir is to say
that architecture, the natural
landscape, the urban land-
scape, and indeed the whole
physical environment, can be
understood entirely as an
interior or set of interiors, as

something that always sur-
rounds, as a matrix in which
we are embedded, as a nest
whose farthest components
are the stars...and this whether
we are "indoors" or "out of
doors." Alternatively it can
be understood as "always
already" an exterior, a collec-
tion of loci-of-presence with
their backs to us, as it were,
all shelled things, and we
ourselves just one such locus-
of-presence standing outside
of and regarding the others.
It's a matter of attitude. It is a
matter of whether we feel that
we are in the world, immersed
in light and sound, enveloped
by walls and windows and
grass and clouds, or whether
we feel permanently on the
outside of things, orbitirrg
them, moving amongst them
to be sure, feeling kindly
towards them or not, but
always removed from their
depth-never to be in-among
them, but always out-here,
apart. William Gass gives us
the logic of what this always-
outside view entails:

"Or suppose we put a

spade in the earth, a softer
medium; our deepest dig will
heave to view only another

surface, this one
crumbly perhaps, or
with its clay compacted
by the brutality of the
blade. Ife can dig and
delve like the most
industrious duck; we
can poke and pry: we
shall find nothing
but surface. Surfaces
are unreal. They have
only one side-their
"out" side-and as far
as our world is con-
cerned, outside goes on
forever. So if we feel
lonely cooped up in our
consciousness-a
prisoner "inside"-we

can take cool comfort from
the fact that outside we are
simply surface, and have
plenty of company. If you like,
consciousness-either real or
implied-is the orher, missing
side of surface."

Here the world consists of
objects (and people) to be had
or avoided, embraced or
destroyed, that call to us or
turn us away (even clothing
has only an outer face) and
where consciousness is perma-
nently veiled. By contrast,
when we see the world from
the always-inside, as an
interior within an inrerior
within an interior, we our-
selves. our very consciousness,
look back at us from every
visible thing. The ego radiates
and absorbs physical reality:
the world is not a set of other
things, a world or welt, nor
even a moving picture cast
upon our private retinal
screens. It is, rather, a dancing,
transforming set of distances
to and from us and of situa-
tions around us, around every
person. We stand at the
center of this world even as we
understand fully that other
people are centers, too. The
world, on this approach,
consists entirely of umwelten,
environments. Science, from
this point of view, begins and
ends in phenomenology.

And yet we know ratio-
nally that there is only one
world, equivalently and totally
erplainable as an infinire set

of irrsides within insides or
outsides around outsides. One
cannot have one without the
other, and yet one cannot keep
in mind both perspectives at
the same time. One can only
flip unstably between them, as

with the Necker cube.
Philip Thiel sees the

always-inside. For him the
world surrounds; it environs,
if that can be a verb, and his
life-long work now appearing
as the book People, Paths and
Purposes is surely the most
complete accounting of how

an architect, movie maker,
planner, or even videogame
designer might go about
mapping the physical world
from the inside, as an
inside, as environmental
experience...for someone in
the world. The mapping is
entirely egocentric in the driest
sense of the word.

Thiel shows us how to
analyze and map spaces,
places, occasions, mental
states, behavior, feelings,
furniture, time usage, move-
ment, vision, finishes, scale,
lighting, color, temperature,
sound...and these with a

barrage of nomenclatures,
categories, acronyms, and
interaction diagrams that
never seems to exhaust itself.
Thiel's creativity and siholar-
ship in all this is a tour de

force, unmatched anywhere or
by anyone. The world is
transcribed entirely into the
perspectiye of insideness: the
experience of a "user-partici-
pant."

But here, with the very
term "user-participant"
("UP"), we see a dramatic
tension which, to my mind,
is not stabilized in the text.
For when he addresses himself
to the professional designer-
of-environments, the
"envirotect," Thiel offers an
always-outside view: the
anthropologist's, the social
scientist's, the manager's. He
offers not his own subjectivitS
nor a rendition of another's
subjectivity as a designer, but
only that of a lab-coated
technician gazing down at his
subjects. Schedules, checklists,
charts, diagrams, evaluation
feedback cycles, all the
tabulating machineries of
management school, vie with
each other to completely
objectify the task at hand, i.e.,
to design environments
"professionally." All the
ingenious notation systems
Thiel develops are framed to
be as neutral and as useful to
the envirotect as are the
"notation systems" of writers
(writing/typing, scripts),
composers (musical notation),
choreographers and dancers
(Labanotation), movie makers
(story boards, maquettes) and
so forth...people just needing
to get a handle on how to
orchestrate a coherent and
entertaining stream of experi-
ence for some body of readers,
listeners, concert- or film-
goers. The envirotect doesn't
just imagine a wonderful
place; nor does he start
sketching buildings and
rooms, but rather he scores
the experience-over-time that
he wants the environment's

"users" to have, rather like a

composer going back and
forth from keyboard to
manuscript, sounding it out,
scripting, scripting, sounding
it out.

Now this is not an unfa-
miliar idea to "common" or
"garden" architects. After all,
who of us does not close his or
her eyes now and again while
designing in order to come as

close as possible to hallucinat-
ing "what it's going to be like
to be there"? What (Sood)
architect does not draw
perspective sketches, build
models, computer-generate fly-
throughs, and so on, all in the
attempt to get a glimpse of,
and then to evaluate, what the
experience of their work by
others might be? Disney's
"imagineers," one imagines,
take this process even more
seriously. Thiel wants ordinary
architects to match these
efforts, and do even better.

Am I going to take the
now-standard post-structural-
ist critical view thar lying
hidden in such "neutral"
techniques as Thiel proposes is
some implicit, politically
unpalatable modus operandi
for architects? Shall I detect
some conspiracy to unify
artists; tour, casino, and resort
operators; Hollywood; and the
experience industry in general
against the hapless consumer-
of-environments, who is
once again there only to be
zombified and exploited by
big money and white male
technocratic consciousness?

No. None of this is in
Thiel's agenda, which is

simply to provide the best
mind-set and the best tools for
creating broadly pleasing
environments: streets, build-
ings, squares, parks, rooms,
views, etc., for everyone...
scientificallg or if not exactly
scientifically, then methodi-
cally and successfully. And yet
one wonders-or at least I
do-at the self-distanci ng,
expert machinery that occu-
pies the first few (and last)
chapters of the book, heritage
and marker as they are of the
desi gn methods/ma n -environ-
ment movement that so
intrigued socially motivated
and science-minded architects
in the 1970s.

And it would be remiss
not to report in all this a whiff
of Braue New World: the
rationality, the belief in social
engineering, the "special
techniques," the priestly,
behaviorist, always-outside
view, even if on page 359 we
can read that ".,.we are
perhaps best advised, in
acknowledgment of this larger

reality of life and the necessity
of our open-endedness in our
approach to it, to more gener-
ally 'frame' the feeling script as

an essentially aesthetic matter."
Let us grant Thiel's pro-

gram, however. lVho could be
against trying to devise better
ways to design human-friendly
places? And let us set aside the
enormous investment in educa-
tion his program, taken seri-
ousl5 would demand. Another
problem emerges. For, ironi-
cally, in order for the architec-
tural profession (for one) to
follow Thiel's recommenda-
tions-to use his techniques of
scoring, simulation, and man-
agement-the public's view of
lust how important environ-
ments are in the first place
would have to change drasti-
cally. \Fhat Thiel wants archi-
tects "envirolssgs"-gs gffsl
clients will be an expensive
service, and it is by no means
clear that there is much willing-
ness to pay for it. Indeed, to
judge by the ever-decreasing
share of the GNP Americans
have been spending on buildings
and physical infrastructure since
the 1930s, the value that clients,
and ultimately society place on
wonderfulness-in-buildings is
not very high. Vill mantling
themselves in Thielian tech-
niques ipso facto raise the
professional status, and fees, of
architects? ITho goes first?

People, Patbs and Purposes
is accessible and encyclopedic. It
is gracefully written, clearly and
richly excellently illustrated, and
carefully laid out. Thiel goes a

long way towards unearthing
the dimensions along which
environments and people
interact at all. If this helps move
popular discourse about the
environment away from chemi-
cal pollution, species saving,
and the like, to the myriad
psychological effects of ordinary
places on ordinary people, then
it is for the good: this movement
alone is essential for the long-
term prospects of architecture.
Remarkable buildings here and
there by remarkable architects
aside, the American environ-
ment is mired in ugliness and
neglect, and matters are not
going to improve on a broad
front until we are able to reveal,
understand, master, and ex-
pound upon the complexity and
importance of the relationship
of the everyday physical envi-
ronment to human well-being:
yours, mine, everyone's. Thiel's
impassioned scholarship, patient
explications, and inspired
analyses represent one large step

in this direction.

Michael Benediht is a Professor of
Architecture, Uniuersity of Texas
at Austin.
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INTHE D E T A I L S:TheConstructionof St. lgnatius BY
PCOHAN
ASUMMERS
K,WOtKEN

The quality that most highly distinguishes a work of architecture is its ability to lift us out of
ourselves-to move us in either subtle or profound ways after our physical, functional, and social

needs have all been met. This raising of our consciousness caused by physical circumstance occurs

frequently when we are in nature, occasionally in vernacular buildings, but is all too rare in our
experience of the self-conscious creations of architects. The rarity of such architectural events is

evidence of the immense difficulty of the task.
lndeed the architect is asked to do the impossible; to use common materials as a means to

transcend materiality- to create mystery from the matter-of-fact, sublimity from the mundane,
and spirituality from the physical. Good intentions and sophisticated architectural ideas are not
sufficient to cause such a transformation. Too much emphasis is placed upon the ideal, the
intangible, and the metaphysical at the expense of the real, the tangible, and the physical.

lf buildings are made of assembled materials, then the idea of a building must reside there as

well. To paraphrase Marco Frascari, it is in the details that the two realms, the construction and

construing of architecture, come together.
The recently completed Chapel of St. lgnatius at Seattle University by Stephen Holl Architects

with Olson/Sundberg Architects clearly illustrates the powerful relationship that can occur
between making and meaning when a strong conceptual idea is realized through an understanding

of materials and a rigorous order that dictates their assembly. The use of materials and the ways

they are joined in the chapel are striking and original. They are the means by which we
understand the building. Yet at the same time they are not self-referential elements, but point to
a greater sense of the space to which they all contribute.

The images and drawings on the following pages attest to the necessity of details, as physical

constructs as well as graphical descriptions of material assemblies, for the creation of spaces that
are significantly more than the sum of their parts
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On The Boards

Boeing CAA Headquarters Model. Detail of glass wall.

Thomas Hacker &
Associates Architects

Urban Center Proiect
Porttand State Univers
Portland, OR

ity

LMN

Headquarters,
Boeing Commercial Airplane Group
Renton, WA

LMN Architects of Seattle is designing the new headquarters
for the Boeing Corporation's Commercial Airplane Group. The
new 5-story building, located at the Longacres Campus in
Renton will total some 300,000 square-feet and house 800
employees. The building's most prominent feature is a 4-story
S-curved glass wall. The wall, using a structural rod-rigging
glass wall system, opens up an entrance lobby and vertical
circulation element. The S-curve itself will appear to be sus-
pended from the roof by slightly <;verhanging the entrance area.
The building uses concrete, poured-in-place columns with a
post-tension concrete flclor system. These methods are eco-
nomical and allow for the flexible office interiors required by
Boeing. Siting and erterior xppeerence were partially dictated
by the Longacres Campus masterplan developed by SOM. The
exterior skin of the building will be a rvhite metal panel system.
Construction is expected to be completed by the Fall of 1,998.

lnex Pharmaceuticals Model. Exterior views

adjoining space is being built as speculative development to lease or for Inex expansion. The
curved entry facade has suspended steel decks. which project away from the south side of the
building on the second level. These decks serve double duty as a staff break area and as sun
screens. Stainless steel detailing is used for the
entry canopy.

The Portland firm, Thomas Hacker Architects, has been developing a new $28 million urban
campus building for Portland State University's downtown Portland campus. Hacker's design
both engages the urban context and satisfies the programmatic requirements of the university
clients, the School of Urban and Public Affairs and the Graduate School of Social Work.

Mixing urbanism with academics, the building is pierced on its NW corner with a rransit-
way to accommodate a rail-line to be built in the next several years. The building's formal
arrangement reflects its functional duties-substantial looking brick veneer towers provide
building sheer and give a sense of solidity to the building through poured-in-place concrere,
while clear glass panels articulate the facades. These visual connections place the building
within the existing urban fabric without sacrificing its modernist character. The building's
organization places university meeting rooms in the articulated glass elements, thereby reinforc-
ing connections with the communiry.

U rban Center rendering.

St. Mark's Cathedral. lnterior view toward altar.

Christopher Bozyk Architects

lnex Pharmaceuticals Model. Arial views.
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Christopher Bozyk Architects, a Vancouver
firm, is designing a 50,000 square-foot officel
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Anderson Anderson Architecture

lshida Ferrari Gallery and Residence
Odawara, Japan

lshida Gallery & Residence Construction phota. 5reenhouse framing'

This combination house and upscale Ferrari gallery project in
Odawara, Japan, represents a pro8rammatic solution that is

more problematic in the United States-a mix of residence and

businiss. Located in a low-rise neighborhood of residential and

retail buildings, the approximately 6,500 square-foot complex

occupies one-quarter of a block. Organized around a central

courtyard, a one-story gallery wraps the busy corner of the

block, while the two-story residential areas are pushed to the

interior of the lot edges. The undulations occurring on the

facade are designed to provide planting space, retain existing
landscaping, and to reduce the appearance of mass at the

corners. Large wood-framed, glazed walls separate the 3,500

square-foot residential areas from the courtyard. The interior
gallery walls are formed with glass block and a glass green-

house is situated above the gallery sPace. The greenhouse

admits light into the gallery below, sadsfying local code require-
ments. The predominantly wood-frame building is finished

with naturally light-colored stucco. Roofing material is a

standing seam metal roof.

lshida Gallery & Residence. Axonometric.

Olson Sundberg Architects, lnc.

St. Mark's Cathedral lnterior Renovations
Seattle, Washington

vision
knowledge
passion for design
expef ience

THE BERGER PARTNERSHIP P.S

LAN DSCAPE ARCH 1TECTURE
SITE PLANNINC

{o].C) 32s-6877

Greg E. Brower

THE fACOB LAWRENCE CATALOGUE RAlSONtrtE pRo,ECT

is seeking information on the whereabouts of original artwork by lacob Lawrence

for documentation and publication.

'TwoBuildersPlayingChess",I996,soft-groundetchingandaquatint,ed 65;Photo:Billwickett

PLEASE CONTACT:

lacob Lawrence Catalogue Raisonn6 Project

PO.Box21747
Seattle, Washington 981 11-3747

(206) 682-4889 phone, (206) 6s2-s092 fax

jlcrp@aol.com

Founded i n I 9 9 5, The Jacob Lawrence Catalogue Raisonn6 Proiect i5 a non- Profit 5 0 I (cX 3 ) corporation

devoted to the location, documentation, and publication ofthe paintings, drawings, Prints,
and murals oflacob Lawrence.

Situated in Seattle's Capitol
Hill neighborhood, overlook-
ing the city and Lake Union,
St. Markt Cathedral has

remained unfinished since

"The Depression" abruptly
caused its premature "comple-
tion" in 1929. Olson Sundberg
Architects are currently
working on the first of several
phases towards the majestic
building's completion. The
first phase consists of alter-
ations to the west end of the
cathedral, including the
addition of a new chapel
space, an interior glass altar
screen, a 27-f.oot diameter
ogreat window" and new

Indiana limestone cladding for
the west wall.

The altar screen is a 57-
foot tall steel structure with
plate glass, fused glass and
dichroic glass arrayed in an
abstracted rose pattern. It was
developed in collaboration
with glass artist Ed Carpenter
of Portland, Oregon. The rose
itself is 28-feet in diameter.
Dichroic glass is used to
rcfrad. daylight into its visible
color components to softly
wash the Cathedral's interior
with color. Construction is
scheduled to be completed in
November.
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speaks eloquently of
what's wrong with Michael

' Portland B

large

cracks in the concrete

slab of the 15th floor'
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from the start.
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e profession itself, which has been, and still in many
veme

t profer
nl, has

ss10 I-1, orgaruzed in a hierarchicbuilding,s purely formal qualities: how ir

been on a

rt func trons.
it fi

how rh
Iooks, not how

not how ts in
e architectural cntics and theirThese attitudes

toits surrounding architect
are sandserves the people w

peers see it.
no use it.too limitin_e. and cannot survive in today,s social andeconomic clirnate.,,r

Giurgola. would not havc gottcn thc
job had it not been fbr-Philip
Johnson. That and Johnson's rolc as
a powcr-brokel' (Johnson convinced
a skcpticul Selcction Committcc.
thcn City Council. rhat dcspirc
Cravcs' incxpericncc in deSigning
buildings of this naturc and scalc.
his pro.iect was thc bcst of thc lot).
is a story in itself. The iate of rhc
Portland Building. thc building that
launchcd Glaves' carecr, catapulting
him fiom a littlc krrown academic
known ttrr his cxquisite colorcd
drawings and abstrusc theorctical
cssays. to thc major figure on the
architcctural scenc hc is today,

floor angled
metal props.

The building. a watershed in
architcctural histoly. is besct with
ptoblems. mainly functional in the
bcginning. now stfuctulal. Last ycar
I gave a talk on the politics of the
proccss. and Philip Johnson's role in
seculing Gravcs thejob.r Since then.
majol structural ploblems havc
cmergcd, which I've dcscribcd in a

subscqucnt article.r
Thc building was ccle-brared

fiom thc start. Acclaimcd as a
landmark bLrilding crysrallizing. if
rrot delirrirrg. Poslmodcrnism. it wrs
writtcn up it't Newswaek. Tht Ne,*.

Ytrk Tirnes. and An'hitecturul
Reuttd evcn bclble it was built.
Immediatcly ir became standard in
lcxts 0lr Post-modcrnism-fr.om
historics such as Klotzs Histot-t'of
PostMtilern A,'dlitectut" ( 1984) to
theoretical pieccs such as Michacl
Hays's Thinkittg the Presaut ( 1990).
Marking an abrupt shifi lhm thc
cool. alool. thin-skinned stccl and
glirss towcls ol'thc Modcrnist
tradilion, Gravcs' building. a blunt
squat concrete box, realllrmed mass
and dcprioritizsd structure. breaking
up thc Modcrnist logjam and
opening doors fbr the llood of
Postmodcrnist buildings in its wake.

The little-known. incxpericnced
Graves, competing in the final stages
of the city-sponsored. design/build
competition against far more
experienced. well-known Modernists
Arthur Erickson and Romaldo

lisht. Workcrs I'iring a lcak in thc

rtxrf lrtst l'all disctrr

Anglcd ntctal Pl'oPS wcl'e I

as a tcmpol'ary tlx whilc a

pcrmancnt stllution could be

workcd out. Since thcn. 1iu'thcr

invcstigation has rcvcalcd othct'

problems. as o'idcntly the building

did not mcct scismic rcqulrcmcnts

Gravcs's talk ol thc building's
humanism asidc. thc building proved
inhospitable to work in and diflicult
to use. The lobby was dark, gloomy.
and intimidating: the art gallery on
the mczzaninc inaccessible. The
windows 1;u'tixr small (evcn alter
Graves enlarged thcm under prcssul-c
ljrm the City Council): the corr.idors
loo nilrrow. No private lunchroom
was providcd for cmployees.
Retailcrs tucked back inside thc dar.k
and tbrbidding "loggia" on rhe street
level found it hard to attract
customers, hencc survive.

User-unfriendliness aside. more
serious problcms have sincc come to

evcn ilt thc timc it was built' Poss

litigation with thc Hotlmart

Constructiorl Company. the local

contritctors on thc Gravcs tcam' ls

still pcnding. Under these

circuma;tances. what Gl'aves'

responsibility in thc design/build

proccss is remains to bc secn'

The situation's comPlictrted'

Keep wired.

Mererlitl'r L. Cltrusen. uuthor oJ the

re c en rlt' 1't 
ubli shed Pie t ru Bellu st'hi'

M ode m Ame rit' un Archi tetl' lut( h e s
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{l nl' e r si n' rf Wtt s h it t g t ot t'
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Critique

Modest Modernist
Charles Gwathney is naked in
the sculpture court at the new
Allen Center for the Fine Arts.
Just one simple architectural
act exposes him. The dated
"cornerstone" of the Henry
Gallery has been displaced
from the foundation of the
original entrance. Now the
stone neatly clads the concrete
basement wall below the
Henry and balances the new
"1.997 date slab" glued
symmetrically across the
coffee bar's doorway. Symboli-
cally, a dramatic and poten-
tially disrespectful act.

The real Charles
Gwathney was modestly
dressed in an aging sports coat
and tie. He talked easily at
length with anyone who
approached him at the open-
ing party. When asked, he

could not recall the location of
the Henry's cornerstone, but
liked its new symmetry with
Allen Center's date. No
malice, yust a simple solution.

Architecture is taught as a

game of problem and solution.
The architect',can fail by
overlooking a problem, by
utilizing a wrong solution, or
by missing parts',of both. Poor
solutions are unfortunate, but
the biting attack oh an
architect's soul (after "faint
praise") is to have missed or
not understood the real
problem.

Gwathney's solution to
the cornerstone ignored the
historic in order to create the
new. His work is modern in
that it sacrificed the emotional
tie to the past with the prom-
ise of a deeper, future emo-
tional connection. He con-
verted the Henry from a

grounded building to an jewel
box; a jewel box to be seen.

See it from the pedestrian
bridge, the admissions desk,
the sculpture court, and from
the only window in the main
gallery.

The seeing is tied to
"being seen." The old front
door is not a passage, but a

royal balcony: a machine of
mutual exchange between the
exhibitionist and voyeur.
'Windows, corridors, and stairs
create a web of visual (and

actual) connection to others in
the building. The building a

microcosm of Beaudelaire's
idealized urban life, a set of
detached interaction comfort-
able to the video future, and
just a good party space.

For the most part, mod-
ernism assumes the moving
person. In the Allen Center,
people flow from one space to
another while keeping visual
connection to many spaces.

Choices abound for routes of
travel and vistas continually
expand and contract. This
travel goes up and down as

modernism and Gwathney
integrated the stairs and
Yertical spaces into the single,
spatial experience.

Gwathney sets his rules
deeply in the traditions of
modernism. The Allen Center
preserves in the new that
which is callously being
eradicated with the demolition
and renovation of modern
buildings from the 50s and
60s. Charles Gwathney is

America's living modern
classicist and artist of carefree
spatial flow.

Youthful Valor
As architects like Gwathney
become the establishment,
the intellectual and personal
struggles of their youth are
fqrgotten. In 1.97 5, Fiue
Architects presented the
late 50s work of Charles
Gwathney, Peter Eisenman,
Michael Graves, Jon Hejduk,
and Richard Meier. were

from

talent for architecture. The
young men represented here
haue that talent...and their
work makes a modest claim:
it is only architecture, not the
saluation of man and the
redemption of the eartb. For
those utho like architecture
that is no mean tbing.
Arthur Drexler, Preface to Fiue
Architects.

Playing WAR,

Building FORTS

As the building has been

analyzed, one element has

taken severe attack. Below are
three quotes from Seattle
writers I assumed never talked
to each other. All one can say

is that boys will be boys, and
I'm a boy too..

"...tlte U has botched the
chance to open itself to the
utorld with a grand, welcom-
ing entry. The new Henry
sprawls like a giant barricade
or stockade across the natural

to Red,

suppolt

"What is not so wonderful
are the harsh, fortress-like
walls that line lSth Auenue
Northeast, a street that at
certain times teerns uith
pedestrians. Here is where a
broad and liuely gateway to
tbe campus would haue been
uelcomed. lnstead, what ute
get is sort of a rump. As well-
designed and proportioned as

the building is, it's an unfortu-
nate missed opportunity."
Mark Hinshaw, Seaft/e Times,
April6,1997

"Ironically, of all UW's
buildings, the Henry is the one
most used by people outside
tbe uniuersity, and therefore
should dct ds a prime link
betuteen town and gown.
lnstead, it is a Maginot Line:
a bard, massiue abstract afi
bunker largely impermeable

from the street."
John Pastier, Seattle Weekly,
April16,1997

Glenn Weiss utorks for ARC
Architects in Seattle.

a

of
the Museum of
New York.

"...there is a point of uie*
shared (by Gwathney,
Eisenman, Graues, Hej duk,
and Meier) uthich is quite
simply this: that rather than
constantly to endorse the
reuolutionary myth, it might
be more reasonable and more
modest to recognize that, in
the opening years of this
century, great reuolutions in
thought occurred and tha,t
then profound uisual discouer-
ies resulted, tbat these are still
unexplained, that ratber than
assume intrinsic change to be
the prerogatiue of euery
generatirsn, it might be more
useful to recognize that certain
changes are so enormous ds to
impose a directiue which
cdnnot be resolued in any
indiuidual life span."
Colin Rowe, Introduction to
Fiue Architects.

"We are all concerned,
one way or another, with
social reform. But the concern

for reform has flauored all
discussion and criticism of
anything that claims to be
architectwre first and social
r eform se cond. -.. An alterna-
tiue to political romance is to
be an arcbitect, for tbose ruho
actually baue the necessary

21
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tion of
form.... In their rigid

and sublime simplic-
they are the unpretentious

of trade...[in their]
bination of simplicity,

and usefulness
elevators] reflect the
of a modern, perfect,

form display..."
Demonstrating both

bjective realism and formalist
Vanderpant's

phs framed and, with

a preclse sense

clarity, composed the tactile
properties and massive purity
of the concrete cylinders and
their accretions of steel.

At an equivalent thresh-
old, Le Corbusier saw East
Coast grain elevators and
declared them the North
American icons of a New
Architecture. Like ocean
liners, airplanes, and motor
cars, they were seen as the
embodiment of a modernist's

Fa r f i+-sitriurist desu n a rio ns
rnd c*Inrtal hndrnarks, these
n,rr"li6i*aiid 
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jicinaJ, qeq uirenreirts withou t
tfre.intqrvening artifice of
fornial .invenrion. The off-
lib.drig oi engineets, rhe grain
qletaiors have inspired
igeuerations of photographers,
architects, and academics.

Amracted ro their srrength
qf {orni, rexture, and shadow,

John Vanderpant's photo-
graphic prints of the 1920s
Etudied them with an "'almosr
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in the
a technology so

its order paralleled the
laws of nature. The
was the Creator.

Le Corbusier said that the
elevators came about

not in pursuit of an architec-
idea, but simply guided

the results of calculation
derived from the principles

govern our universe)
the conception of a living

the engineers of
make use of the primary

and...provoke in us

emotions and

The elevators stood
by the postwar fall

this modernist optimism.

us to succes- ancient role

sive architectural movements
and aesthetic ideals. In the
postmodern 1980s, amidst
the rampant consumption of
media images and the deval-
ued architecture of the deco-
rated shed, attention was
called once again to grain
elevators as examples of a
larger reality.

Michael Benedikt wrote
that "The communication and
entertainment function of
buildings has been superseded
by media, leaving architecture,
architecture, pure and simple.
Le Corbusier saw this in the
1930s. Admiring grain eleva-
tors and dockyards, he knew
that these buildings were not
in the business of communi-
cating but of doing...no less

beautiful and meaningful for
it. He saw that the rise of
media and technology offered
architects the chance to let go

of representing ideas or
entertaining people...

[architecture] could fulfill the

stable, protective, organizing
and material substrate for
human existence."

A simple truth endures. As
the tide rises and falls in the
harbor, as deconstruction gives

way to neo-realism, the grain
elevators will stand, offering a

dumb testimony to the author-
ity of simplicity, the power of
purpose, and the integrity of
ideals that are not ideas.

lim Nicbolls is a Lecturer in

Industrial Design and Architecture

at the Uniuersity of 'Washington.

He worked and taught in Vancouuer

for ten years.

All photographs by Jim Nicholls.

were expanded and
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thus make the work ring in
unison with universal order.
Thus we have the American
grain elevators and factories,
the magnificent first-fruits of
the new age. The American
Engineers overwhelm with
their calculations our expiring
,architecture. "
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AN INTERVIEW BY SAUL M. GOLDEN
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Hinting at an eclectic background, Rhodes Masonry Inc.'s Seattle office-itself a material tesring ground-includes, among the srone
samples, hammers, and saw blade catalogs, a hbst of references ranging from Gaudi to MackintJi, Carlo Scarpa to Christopher
Alexander to Shakespeare.

Rhodes Masonry has a growing national reputation through exposure in professional iouinals from Landscape Archirectr-rre tcrNation's Business and a growing clientele of patrons from Phil C,r.rdit and paul Allen to Courrney Love. The firm,s varied portfolio
ranges from custom sculpture, landscape, and interior designs in masonry to collaborative private and public projects with artists andarchitects-including a recent collaboration with artist Lorna Jordan in the realization of her Waterworks Gardens park in Renron.

Talking with Richard Rhodes, one gets a sense of assu.anie that he knows his marerial well and pays careful arrenrion to both theutility and the art of his craft by building every wall, floor, and fireplace by hand, hammer, and chisel with his team of masons. He doesnot present this reintroduction, and reinterpretation, of older stc,ne:crafting techniques-building fireplaces strictly after the Rumf.rd
ltrl-e, o1 arguing against synthetic substitutions to thick textured stone veneers-as nostalgia furlhe pasr. In philosophy and pracrice,
Richard Rhodes believes that these methods create better functional and aesthetic ."rrlt, tiut people value and respect more, and
therefore will result in a valuable legacy that could last conceivably for the next 700 years-oi -or".

.:t: .;i :iilll::':
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t pan of this issuet focus upon mterials, the following ioteriew with s€attle artisan Richard Rrodes, ofiho&s Masonry, Inc. Architecrur.l Brick & srore\rork, focuses on rhespecfic medim of mason.v, rhe expeni!€ of ' local masonry oaftsman and anist,.r" "ir*.;" -r.;",i," u.",e, *a -*,ii"r.. p".*",, 
"J !,.ri"rrr. i.n,*"* 

"r.r," 
r-in"Nonhwe'r uponmasotry safr aod sryte.

..Diversirv,edeclici$.andindividtlal.nisnyplayeimpon.mrcleinshapinsrh.charackrofrheprcificNoflhwerr.MuchoI ,oe s-cqtn bere denves ho, rhe vancd individurh lhal fom rhe leadership dd reading edBe of hd^rri+from compurertehnology and manufa.ruriry to music, an, architsrure, rnd desietr.

Rrcnano Rnoors, e sroNE sculproR TRATNED By rHE 73r-yEAR-oro FnrBrr.reson,s curlD oF sroNE
CRAFTSMAN IN SIeitue, Irerv, cHARAcTERIzEs ruB Nonrnwrsr's FLArR FoR coMBrNrNG EMERGTNG
TECHNOLOGIES wlTH ESTABLISHED CRA.FT.
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Rtcueno Rnoors: FundamentallS I consider myself an artist using
masonry as my medium, and we do some straight-ahead masonry for
sure, primarily because that's how we can support ourselves. But the
proiects that we really aspire to, really go for, are the commissioned
projects, and they're much more like sculpture----€xcept that rather than
usually being the sole provider of the vision, we try to work
collaboratively.

'We try to interpret for the architects, clients, landscape architects,
interior designers.'Whatever team we're working on, we try to inrerpret
their goals through our medium.

ri,: i\,i , ,i:,.,,, ,,, .:, .i,,,. :!,,)j.. :)1:i1; rti!.i.r "\i, ir,tl.: _'i,,,.:
/:r.1\:,rI:l ij ''

RR: I would say that what really makes what we do different from
basic masonry is that we're really trying to use the medium of masonry
as the medium of our expression. So we really try to approach it as

craftsmen or artists or whatever we are-and that's hard to define
exactly-but we're trying to make a statement about where we are in
our craft and where we are in our times, and we're using the material
to make that statement. So that seems to be a fundamental difference.

.\(,: ( .;, t.tti! L l.tt,,t'.,r, i,;' 11:rrri ;'.rr,i:ili.il ii, 1r'r,rr,' t ii iii :i',
Jl; r'i t;;,i-'r 'r. i, r,llria

RR: My training is actually in medieval and Elizabethan drama. I did a

graduate degree at the London Academy of Music and Dramatic Art in
London, and went to Italy as part of my thesis to study this medieval
union, essentially the oldest labor guild in Europe-the stone masons.
They called themselves the Freemasons, and they were the men who
traveled around Europe and built the great cathedrals, and built the
palaces, and castles and things. And they were architects, builders,
stone masons. There was really no differentiation.

The master stone mason was essentially the architect, and they
were linked together in this loose sort of guild, fraternal order called
the Freemasons, started in t265. There's a group of them still extant in
Sienna...I couldn't tell them I was an acto! so I told them I wanted to
learn to be a mason.

:.. J i,', , i ,, ir ti:' .: :

RR: No, I hadn't. I knew nothing about masonry. And I didn't speak
Italian. They spent four months trying to actively discourage me with
epic, unrealistic work, and when I survived it and stuck around, then
they took me very seriously and made a big effort to teach me all they
could in the shortest time possible. In the end, I'm the first foreigner in
726 years to be initiated into the Freemasons.

The irony, of course, is that I came back to this country not
thinking at all that I would go into masonry, and spent a couple more
years in the theatre, as I had trained to do for a decade. I ultimately left

the theatre, finding that work that you do with your hands, finding the
creation of things-y'know, taking a disparate mix of materials and
combining them in such a way that really leaves something on the
planet-infinitely more satisfying than speaking into the void.

.., ir.:,, r .,,,:. :1.'-,i,.. :..,: \.,r, ,. ri'
i;j.,; tt. ',.t,: t'.. ':1.','.1,; ,,'

RR: I found not that I was different, but that I just had a broader
palette because I had really studied and had a more expressive under-
standing of the material than most. Because masonry as it is mostly
defined in this country has to do with production, and this is a market
economy, what pays is quantitS not quality. And most of the people

that I meet in masonry really want to do the rype of work that I do, but
they don't have the opportunity because they don't have the back-
ground, so they don't get those types of jobs. It's not that they couldn't
get them, but at a certain point you learn so much from doing a certain
style of work that in a certain way it's self-teaching; it's self-propelling.

'.'

RR: 'We're exceptionally lucky. One of the things that is very unusual
about our company is that we have three master masons. It's a Euro-
pean standard, and they're not "formally" master masons because [the
U.S. doesn't] have the structure in place. But I know from my work in
Europe that rwo of my guys qualify as master masons-they're 20- and
25-year journeyman masons from the ex-Soviet Union. And I'm also a

master mason.

,,t,: il,,:i l r;..,,,, ,,,:.,i :,,i. i|, !:t:':iiit Li:,",;:ttt:

RR: It's not really to do with time, it has to do with skill. I mean, you
can be a mason for 40 years and never achieve master mason status.

.\(.,: ilt,ti' tit;r's tlt.ti tr',,tk iii rl.,L' ,\l.ili,.: i; ii:cr,: ,tr:t' rt;ibtir..t.:

RR: There really isn't any. Not any ranking that's meaningful. There's
journeyman status, which is typically after five years on-the-iob
training. Master mason is more of a title that incorporates structural
and design and architectural understanding.

SG: ()n y()ut'tL,it) t:t ailtict'irrg fttLtsttr nt,ts()n st:,tts. tlt) \,ou think 1'1s11

,iet'clLtpcd a persr>t.rl slllc?

RR: I think that in some ways I'm iust beginning to find my own sryle,
I think that I'm a powerful imitator and work fluidly in a variety of
styles, which makes me a really good team player but has perhaps
delayed the emergence of my own style.

SG: 7?r whfi cxtent iir( y()it tttost uf'tcn intt>lt,ed u'ith thr: d(sign ol
pr<le cts that Rhodcs \4*onry buildsi

RR: Vhat I find 60-70'/" are collaborative, and the remaining 307"
are completely our own design, my design essentially-I'm even
reluctant to say that, because I'm working collaboratively with the
people in my office. But even when we are working directly for the
client, we're usually still working in a situation where we are in support
of the existing architecture or the existing vernacular.

So as a stone mason, it's much more difficult to establish a certain
style, because hopefully everything you do is in support of the
vernacular.

peoples-mostly Italians who
passed through but did not settle
in Seattle.

.S(,: Y'r,l'r'c' i;i'i ri irt .\t;ittl,' i'rtr l l
r,,',rr,q. I)rr ;t,t'u tltittk iLt' Nrilf/:-
rt',ri l:,r-t iriiltti,ttt.c'tl yt,rrr u,iti ki

RR: I think my greatest influence
is Europe and my training in
Europe. I7hat influences me most
about Seattle is the ruggedness of
the mountains and the weather
and I try to incorporate my
interpretation of what that is in
my work. But it would be difficult
to say that ['m actively doing a

Northwest style.

\ii: l),, .,,ttr tl:tttk ii,,;i ll.:L'r'i' ts .t
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RR: It's interesting, I think that
there is. As much as there is a

vernaculaq a Northwest vernacu-
lar in stone, it's very shallow, and

we have to face that we live in a

wood culture. Stone is heavy and
difficult to craft and requires long
years of study to understand how
the material works.... So although
there are a few excellent stone
buildings in Seattle, brick and
stone, they are few and far
berween and they're incredibly
recent, certainly within the last
hundred years.

There are some excellent
stone buildings in Pioneer Square,
and most of that work was done
by itinerant Mediterranean

pbotographs by Pamela Rhodes
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Unfortunately, it's a good example of how shallow masonry
history is in this part of rhe country. People don't necessarily know
what architectural brick and sronework means. Certainly in Italn to be
a mason is noble work.... One of the biggest obstacles for me has been
that masonry, rhat the trades, essentially get very little respect.

Certainly it's beginning to change as our culture has turned back
towards craft and an appreciation of handwork, but when I started in
the early '80s, to be in the trades with a graduate degree was unthink-
able, it was incomprehensible.

RR: I think the most common misconception is that we're so used to
having our way in architecture, that whatever we want someone clever
will figure out how to do it, that we've started to negate some of the
basic tenets of gravity. And in masonry one of your primary forces is
gravity. So that is a significant obstacle that we encounter with clients
and, surprisingly, with architects. 'We're so used to giving our clients
whatever they want no matter how absurd the request is, we've sort of
lost our nerve to say "'Well, no-the fireplace has a chimney and that
chimney is where you wanr ro put the bathroom so you're not going to
get a bathroom there-period!"

RR: Totally. ['m not sure how it happens, but my assumption is that it
is client-directed and the architect sort of gives in; that there is a level of
education that is not happening with the client, and that there is a level
of expectation that miracles can be purchased, "...and if you don't
provide them then you're just not as clever as you should be and we'll
find somebody else." It's like, "Since when do we let physics stand in
our way?" There is a prevailing "I want what I want and I'm willing to
pay for it, and your job is to give it to me, to make it happen."

The same thing happens in masonry flooring. We're one of the
only firms that I know of that won't do stone glued ro wood or glued
to Wonderboard; because everyone wants a stone floor, but no one
wants to be troubled or work through the details of what's required to
create an adequate substructure that will ensure that it won't ever
crack. And so we turn down probably eight out of ten paving jobs
because we know that the material will crack if glued and that there are
solutions-but they're 3-inch solutions, not 3/8-inch solutions. And if
that's unacceptable, people iust go to the next guy and find someone
who's figuring that by the time it cracks it will be out of warranty and
it will be someone else's problem. That's a real obstacle...and in some
ways it's the architect's responsibility to educate the client, as well as

ours. There seems to be a general reluctance to explain the laws of
physics, to explain the realities of what's possible and what's not.

RR: It's interesting-I think the best masonry work happening these
days is in the high-end residential market. My sense is that on some
level itt about a lot of new money wanting ro look like old money; and
"masonry looks like old money so we'll spend whatever it takes to
create that look, and we'll buy it as if it were a theatre set. We'll buy it
and we'll pay what it takes to create really exceptional work. We'll buy
that time."

RR: Certainly. One of the things
that has made our firm particu-
larly successful is that we have
traveled around the country and
around all of Norrh America in
search of stone that works well in
this climate and in this emerging
Northwest vernacular. Essentially,
there are national stone searches
for particular projects. They have
introduced some amazing
materials not native to the
Northwest that in a funny way are
now beginning to be associated
with the Northwest.

Bluestone, for example, is a

phenomenal material from
Pennsylvania.'We were the first
ones to reuse, to reintroduce it.
There are some early example of
bluestone from the '10s and '20s
of this century in Seattle, but we
reintroduced it in the late '80s and
now you see it every.where.

Also successful has been
actively reintroducing the salt-
and-pepper granite. !7e bring it in
from Georgia and from Canada.

RR: I see that certainly in the last five to eight years that there has been
a turn toward natural materials and a respect for the natural craftsman
who has labored to do these works.

RR: Being careful not to sound like a snob, I'm constantly amazed
when people will describe to me this fabulous new synrhetic material
that costs either equal to or slightly more rhan the real thing. And I
don't quite know how to respond.

I'm not sure that you can improve on stone. It's similar to the
questions of synthetic siding versus wood, or digital versus black-and-
white photography, It may be somerhing different but it will never be
the real thing. So if we're gonna make somerhing synrhetic, then let's
make something SYNTHETIC and let it be what it wanrs to be and
stop pretending that it is wood or stone.

Believe it or not, a real competitor for us is a guy in L.A. who
makes essentially combination Styrofoam and Gunite waterfall rock
outcroppings. He's internationally famous with clients everywhere-
and we can produce the same object at 213 the cost and it's the real
item. So what does it mean? These are larger cultural questions....

RR: I hope it would say to people
that we're concerning ourselves
and concerning the efforts of our
firm with architecture. People see

that and connect us hopefully to
higher-end projects. One hopes it
implies a greater connection to
craft.
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So the most successful
pr6jects that we've done are

probably residential with a strong
" architectural vernacular"-with
a strong vocabulary already in
place where the masonry can
support that vocabulary and
grounds that vocabulary. Those
are our most successful projects:
where the masonry is not applied
as jewelry or ornament but is used

as a fundamental sort of sentence

structure.

or the human dressing (e.g., textured faces that require material

thickness and a human hand).
So it interests me very much when part of it, somewhere on the

project, is a raw block or a boulder emerging, and other places you see

that same material in much more refined states. It's like including the

whole family...you know from where everything has come'

s Another thing that I think addresses something that is central to
our style is a sense of mystery. This may be related to my theater work,
but I want the workmanship and the 10,000 decisions we make to
make something look right not to be obvious at first glance' I want the

longer you sit in front of that fireplace, the better you feel about the

signi{icant money you've spent.

RR: I'd say that there are definite
elements to what would be the
Rhodes Masonry Style or Rhodes'

style:
Limiting the number of

materials, but maximizing the
expressive potential of the
materials that are used. So say

you're working in granite, use all
the textures available to you-
some sections honed, some

pitched, some carved, some

bushhammered...many different
textures within the same material,
rather than pinstriping with
marble or inlaying... I'd say that's
one of my big things.

Second is a sense of mass and
a sense of volume. To my eye, the

most important design element is

proportion, and the most central
aspect of proportion is the
massing of objects. In masonry,
we have the ability to work
completely three-dimensionalll
and therefore the most common
mistake I see is when stone is used

two-dimensionally as wallpaper or
as a 3/4-inch material.'!7here in
nature does a 3/4-inch stone exist?
It's very, very rare, and when it
does exist it always lays horizon-
tally-never vertically! \fhich is
not to say that we never use 3/4-
inch material, but when we use it
we always hide the thickness of it.
!7e try to protect its weakness.

RR: Visually hide it.
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RR: I would rather it butt to a 2-
inch corner or an 8-inch corner
that is back-cut, ideally, so that
you never ever see 314-inch...3l4-
inch to me is not stone; 3/4-inch is

MDF or pll,wood or whatever, but
it is not stone. And I'm less

interested in showing the prowess
of my technoloBy (e.8., an 8-foot
saw that can cut 4-foot slabs) as I
am in showing the craftsmanship

RR: That's agreat question. t think a brick always wants to be a wall.
A brick hates being a patio. I think bricks hate water; they crumble and

disintegrate. They're not a very good paving material.

RR: It's a dilemma. Yeah, put in big stone lintels. Or put in concrete

lintels, but let it be what it's gonna be and let's not hang bricks on angle

iron with elastomeric caulk ioints every 20 feet...what a drag!
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RR: It's interesting-one of the things I love about business is that I
have this theory that anybodn anybody, given enough time and a big
enough budget, can produce something beautiful. I mean, you can sand

a piece of wood for ten years and make something awesome...but what
is it?

So to me, business, being in business and having to eventually
break even or make a profit, is a huge litmus test for my work. I have

to deliver on a budget or on a schedule because I have to stay in
business because I have to employ my craftsmen so that I can produce
my work on the scale that I am comfortable working.

Business is a wonderful synthesizer of design that keeps you from
flailing around like one does when one first starts out, or at school

when there's no consequences. Once there's consequences and the

consequences are spelled "bankruptcS" or the consequences deal with
not meeting payroll, or somebody being injured because your structure
falls down, or your fireplace doesn't draw, the reality of the market-
place is a wonderful and powerful tool and a magnificent and healthy
influence on my design instincts. It has forced me to constantly evaluate
what I'm doing and say "Alright, I can do this, but am I delivering any

bang for the buck to the client? Is this $10,000 that it's going to cost

me to hone and polish the object, is that going to make a significant
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MY AIM IS IO
FAMILIARIZE MYSETT

WITH THE MATERIAtS

(w000, AD0BE,

STONE, METAT, AND

GLAsS) THAT MAKE

P ARCHITECIURE

Before the advent of architec-
ture being taught in universi-
ties, an interested applicant
would seek out an established
carpenter or master builder
to apprentice under their
supervision. One such method,
referred to as "Auf der'Walz"
by Austrians, Germans, and
the Swiss, combined the
interest of the building arrs
with the exposure provided by
travel. One would work from
region to region learning
distinctive skills from each.
The time on the road usually
amounted to between two and
four years, during which one
was referred to as a journey-
man. Through a series of
apprenticeships, the journey-
man was assured to be well

versed in many different
building types and regional
styles. As a result, a closer
relationship and understand-
ing developed between the
master builders and the
journeyman carpenters who
realized their designs.

After receiving my Mas-
ters of Architecture in 1.993,
I set out as a journeyman to
complement my academic
pursuits with a series of
apprenticeships that continue
to the present day. My aim is
to familiarize myself with the
materials (wood, adobe, stone,
metal, and glass) that make
up architecture by seeking the
tutelage of those who have
devoted their lives to under-
standing them. As in the case
of my current work with glass,
my intention is not to master
the material but rather to
understand its given proper-
ties, and more importantly,
learn the means to communi-
cate with those who know its
inherent qualities. Through
these experiences I seek to
broaden my exposure to the
process of building by increas-
ing my palette of material
understanding.

Throughout my studies I
came upon former architects
who learned their trade
through the tradition of
apprenticing. In his book
Journey to tbe East, Le
Corbusier made me aware of
the need to study through
travel. His meticulous note-
taking and carnets filled with

ceaseless sketches of monu-
ments, such as the Parthenon
served as ongoing inspiration.
Additionally, several architects,
Tadao Ando and Francesco
Borromini among them, had
either taught themselves the
concepts of design through
travel, or in Borromini's case
begun as a stone mason's
apprentice. Here in America,
architects such as Louis Sullivan
(referred to as Mein Lieber
Meister, my revered master, by
his young apprentice Frank
Lloyd \Tright) carried on the
tradition into the practice of
architecture. During my thesis,
I became increasingly aware
that I had a thorough under-
standing of but two materials:
cardboard and foamcore.

I began my apprenticeships
during the summer of 1.993
under the supervision of three
head carpenters in my native
home of Germany. I chose to
work with wood in the srate it is
most often utilized, as formwork
or a finishing material, as
opposed to sculptural or carved
relief work. Over a period of
three months we rehabilitated a
villa dating from the 19th
century by laying new floors,
building partition walls, and
extending its intricate wooden
staircase. Upon the completion
of our work, the layered renova-
tions and remodeled woodwork
resembled the pages of a history
book marking the alterations of
each successive generation.
'Wood proved to be an im-
mensely malleable material
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through which these changes

could most easily be executed
and experienced.

Inspired by photographs
taken of Dogon cliff dwellings
bv Aldo Van Eyck in the
1950s, I then journeyed
through Northern and West-
ern Africa. In Mali, a land-
locked country bordered by
the Sahara and the Niger
River, I worked alongside local
masons during their annual
building and remodeling of
earthen adobe additions in a

village of 2.000 inhabitants.
The adobe bricks, a mixture
of dampened clay and millet
stalks that serve as tensile
fibers, impressed upon me the
simplicity of their construc-
tion. The dried bricks were
allocated to various sites
around the village, as a group
of about 50 young men moved
from site to site guided by an
elder who measured out the
perimeter, located the open-
ings, and made sure the walls
were plumb. Their unique
approach to building, reminis-
cent of Amish barn-raisings,
provided a sense of shared
accomplishment and commu-
nal caretaking.

Having depleted my funds
in Africa, I returned to Switz-
erland in the spring of 1,994 to
work as a teaching assistant at
the European branch of SCI -

Arc. There I joined two
professors who had spent their
previous ten summers
surveying Hadrian's Villa in

Italy. Their ambitious
undertaking followed in the
footsteps of Piranesi, the last
surveyor to have provided a

comparably detailed plan.
Upon completing a crash
course on contemporary
surveying, we delved into
service tunnels and remote
areas of the grounds to
mentally reconstruct the villa's
remaining walls. As opposed
to the annual rebuilding cycle
I experienced in Africa,
Hadrian's Villa demonstrated
the slow dismantling of its
construction as materials were
quarried away over hundreds
of years and given new life in
the Renaissance villas
surrounding Tivoli.

Disappointment and
rejection also served as travel
companions as thoughts of
working in the marble quar-
ries of Carrara or forging
metal in Austria did not
materialize. With added
conviction, I struck out for the
Karelian province in Northern
Russia to see firsthand the
wooden wizardry of their
Orthodox churches that
reached its zenith at Kizhi on
Lake Onega. Through their
distinctive construction which
forgoes the use of nails for
intricate yoinern the churches
embody a spiritual under-
standing of wood that is

shared with neighboring
regions of Scandinavia. Their
unique proportions and scale
were a direct translation of the

region's vernacular and
relationship to land and water.

The trip through Northern
Europe culminated in the
Baltics during the fall of 1.994,
when I assisred a sculptor in
Lithuania who primarily
worked with Ukrainian
granite. \Torking under open
sky, he taught me how to
break blccks of granite using
nothing more than a hammer
and chisel. A self-taught
artist/craftsman, the sculptor
worked according to a few
basic rules based on the
economy of means. If a

chisel was dull or broken he
would fire up the forge and
straighten out the damaged
chisel, customizing it to his fit.
I learned that with the proper
tools, granite can turn into a
fluid material bounded only
by one's imagination.

My work in Lithuania was
shortened due to the impend-
ing snow of winter, thus I
concluded my apprenticeships
among the glass furnaces in
Southern Sweden, completing
a three- month course in
glassblowing developed
especially for architects. Glass,
as a material, offered for the
first time the means to realize
a design within a matter of
moments, as opposed to
months or years in the case of
architecture. From the mo-
ment of discovering a colorful
glass mosaic shining in the
afternoon sun at Hadrian's
Villa to witnessing firsthand

the technical skill of
masterblower \Wilke Adolfson
in Orrefors, Sweden, I gained
a respect for the material and
for its potential to be inte-
grated into architecture.

A strong desire to con-
tinue my work with glass

either directly or indirectly as

an architect accompanied my
return to the United States.
Throughout my travels, I
learned how interrelated the
region and environment were
to my experiences. Thus, my
move in the summer of 1,995
to the Puget Sound was
heavily influenced by the high
concentration of glass artists,
as well as its strong heritage of
wooden construction from
traditional longhouses to
boatbuilding. \(lhile searching
for work in architecture, the
opportunity arose to appren-
tice with glass maestro Dale
Chihuly, assisting in the
installation of his artwork into
architectural settings.

Over the past two years,
Dale's studio, The Boathouse,
has doubled as my classroom,
with its ever-changing spaces

generating and showcasing his
glasswork that serves as an
ongoing source of inspiration.
The opportunity to further
develop my interest in materi-
als exists in the area of
mocking up the environments
within which the glass will be

integrated. Similar to the prop
department of a small theater,
the studio constructs sets to

serve as backdrops allowing
Dale to work full-scale in

composing an installation or
determining its lighting needs.

More than anything, Dale has '

pushed me to think spatially,
from the perspective of an
artist working from the inside
out as opposed to the architect
designrng from the outside in.

The path I have chosen
to mature as an architect
continues to be a circuitous
onel however, I view the four
years I have spent working
with materials as forming a

body of knowledge that shall
be continually tapped in the
furure. The goal, then, is to
discover opportunities region-
ally or abroad that will
encourage one to apprentice
or study under the watchful
eye of a master who cares how
things are made. My sugges-

tion is not that apprenticeships
take the place of a formal
education, but rather that they
be seen as a way to extend
one's learning through an
active and engaging process.
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Sometimes he imagined the Tower as an upright gauntlet
with the palm and finger shields poised to gesticulate to pico
Boulevard east or west. The flattened palm, heel to the east,
cradled a keepsafe almost nine feet high, approached by a tiny
steel ladder bolted crooked to the sill of the hinged doors,
which were secured with clasps, hasps, locks, bolts, pins, holds.
ievers, and bars of every type and size, affixed to a height as
high as an arm outstretched could reach from the top step of
the ladder. Across the face of the doors in fluorescenr green
paint was stenciled. in a crude rendition of Bodoni, "Our Lady
of the Hermits," below which and off to the right, a pundit of
dubious distinction had sprayed in black, undisciplined script,
"Our Lad,v of the Crabs, R.T./T.R.".

fhe keepsafe was perched precariously on cast steel
trundles whose makeshilt installation belied their intended
pLlrpose, eisewhere, as part of an armature or trestle surely
better engineered than this one. No measure of force, though,
could overcome the inertia painstakingly gathered here by a
constructor guided by dull instincts and a seemingly measure-
less sense of time.

The keepsafe was all uncharted handiwork of fits and
starts-bolted, riveted, screwed, welded, hemmed, painted here
and raw there, worked and reworked and repaired, stLlrdy and
unassailable for the most part, but frail in one corner, where
somehow all the hauling and hammering could not keep
moisture and defects of material and lapses of craft and concen-
tration from eroding the keepsafes otherwise formidable
carapace. I7orse, those curious about the keepsafe and those
offended by it and those merely bored, pried and picked at the
defect like a scab, and it endured a ceaseless tug-of-war of sheet
metal, lath, and bolts pitted against pry bars, arson, and other
assaults until its edges were scarred beyond salvage and could
never be fully reclaimed, yet the prodigious countenance of the
thing left no doubt that the site of this curious little skirmish
would never be forsaken.

Odd that the debris and dull, discarded ordnance of this
battle was left on a broad timber platform so dense and thick
as to make the keepsafe and its history of siege and construc-
tion subsidiary. These timbers were in cross-section so like
dressed whole trees that the keepsafe was to them an insignifi-
cant burden. Their thirty-foot-square surface was burnished by
wear like the stone that in more ancient constructions has been
trod by such phalanxes of pilgrims that its undulating surface
absorbs all concentration and leaves doubt whether, after
visitations of that magnitude, anything novel could ever be
observed there. Despite carving and inscriptions and scorching
that left the surfaces of the timbers scarred with hieroglyphics

of epithets, these timbers endured. They were suspended some seventy or so feet in the air,
winched up by whatever system of forces, solid like the earth, supported by enormous cantile-
vered systems of steel trusses out of which cascades of interlaced steel stairs seemed to fall,
upwards along which conduits rose and subdivided and divided again until the entire Tower and
its base and its tremendous ramped mezzanine and structure and stairs and superstructure and
all of its constructions and all of their appendages were alive with power and light, and the
Tower's diurnal and nocturnal countenances could cause it to be imagined as a gauntlet or a
gantry or a Janus-head facing east, or whatever else a thing of that size and strengrh and convic-
riorr could inspire him ro imagine.

Of the other constructions there were several, but principally one. On the east, a broaci, flat,
galvanized steel platform on top of but cantilevered improbably far off of the timber platform.
Its surface all grating, thin, so only the reckless or brave or suicidal would go there. No railing,
like a great square diving platform, but braced and engineered with no bounce ro secluce yilu
onto its surface. where the wind tested you and your cochlea ached and your pants ballooned
out and you instinctiveiy threw out your arms and for the moment felt so close to death and so
much like God that you wanted to scream and run back to the timbers, but even then then,
might not seem sturdy enough to relieve the vertigo that raced through your blood and bile.
There tvas, of course, "Our Lady of the Hermits." but beyond it and pressed up against it was
the huge sign facing west whose gal-ranized trusses and purlins and cross-bracing and guy wires
formed an armature of what some said looked like upturned fingers that supported the sheet
metal letters more than four feet high that cradled the red neon that proclaimed the product that
was manufactured in the buildings that were where the park is now, whose profits and promise
of more profits paid for the Tower and for the bigger sign and for the cornerstone and the
flagpole on Pico Boulevard; the Tower and sign that all of Los Angeles west of it knew and
navigated by that fluoresced into the fetid nighttime air;

Some say these mitts in challis and gabardine and taffeta and cashmere, and at extra cosr in
lined goatskin, calfskin,.deerskin, peccarylosftich,.and shrunken buffalo were the finest a lady
could acquire. They had been sold that way:

fiar lady's

{.#,!rl{,,[!!f ftilffr
The "Our Lady's" Iclgo was long lost from the sign but there was no doubt it had been there,
and the trusses and armatures that had carried it were still thrust high into the sky above
"Thermal Mitts." Rust and time and tinkerers had taken their toll on the sign, but most schem-
ers were put off by the buzzing transformers and high-voltage cable, so that for the most part
the light from "Thermal Mitts" overwhelmed the night, although at unpredictable intervals the
capital "T" and the "al" flickered and quit.

Barriman mostly ignored it all except to hang a C-clamp or two on the purlins or work an
extra hour into the evening when the atmosphere was thick enough to cast a little crimson back
on his project, if his work for the day was on the backside of the keepsafe where the light could
get at it. Mrs. Altamont wondered why he kept it up. She had tried through the years to disre-
gard his interminable comings and goings, suspicious of a devotion that absorbed what little of
the man was left. Most of the fifteen years that he'd rented her upstairs apartment had passed
without a dozen or more words a month passing between them. But lately at night when she
could discern sounds of him tinkering upstairs, and when he was beginning to carry shrouded
pieces back and forth on his glacial transits across the park, she worried. It wasn't usual.
Perhaps he was near the end. He seemed to go slower, now that the surface of the thing had been
fretted over and fortified and finished and refinished. There wasn't enough left to toil over
except that vexing corner where the meddlers picked and pried, aftempting to dislodge his work.
He still had inspectors, interlopers, vandals and the like to contend with, but he remained stolid,
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even though figuring the inside of the keepsafe now vexed him ceaselessly. There, clumsy steel
joints and uneven welds and the misplaced blow of a hammer and the inadvertent overburn of a

torch wouldn't do. For the inside of the keepsafe, the common sense of construction that came

out of his hands where his eyes just followed the paths that came out of the work wasn't
enough, and he knew it, even if he wasn't sure how or why he knew it, but he knew it just the

same. For that part, Barriman felt a responsibility that bore on him like the weight of the

keepsafe and the timbers and the sign and the whole Tower might bear on another man. For

that part he had to imagine something, and worse yet, represent something, and so he had to
make a picture in his mind, and because he didn't have a snapshot or a postcard or something
from a book or a real picture like that, he had become, for the first time, uncertain and un-

settled, until Mrs. Altamont and even strangers remarked that it looked like the man was

becoming opaque.
His only allies in this dilemma were the Cellec twins, idiot savants, somewhat emaciated,

who played in the park with Mrs. Cellec always nearby. Barriman was somewhat their favorite
because he was a fixture in the park and his demeanor was so opposite of theirs that something
just naturally stuck between them that, until the dilemma, hadn't needed to go beyond the daily
romp the twins had when Barriman retired from his labors and ambled back across the park to
Mrs. Altamont's duplex. On one occasion of his retiring, though, the twins were uncharacteristi-
cally subdued, and when they approached and surrounded him as they usually did, and spoke in
their peculiar double savant chatter, they spoke of things that caused Barriman to know that
they knew things about the keepsafe that he figured only he knew, so now in his desperation he

and they would have conversations, that couldn't really be called conversations except that they

talked at each other and somehow in the exchange of words that seemed connected to thoughts
Barriman imagined that he understood what the Cellec twins imagined he imagined; but regard-

less their mutterings connected pieces of the picture together for him, and for the first time since

the awful dead weight of the dilemma had overcome him, he could imagine to a greater or lesser

degree the whole picture, and as the twins continued to babble about things like explosions of
light and magic with puffs of smoke and Barbie, but not Ken, and black, always black, he knew

that he could finish it, and that revelation so elated and exhausted him that, for the first time in
fifteen years, he overslept and missed his work on the Tower.

'When he resumed it was with a fervor that was not easy to perceive by changes in his

demeanor or tempo, but it was there nonetheless, and if you noticed (although to most people

Barriman was so unprepossessing that they didn't notice), he was clearer of eye and worked
longer than usual every day. And after a fortnight of opening and closing the hasps, clasps,

bolts, locks, pins, and bars, he was probably through, except for the coincidence of a power

outage at the Koreatown substation that really ended it in the way that it no doubt should have

ended. That night he was about to retire from the labor when the power shut down, first on

Pico, then down Bronson and 12th Avenue, street by street, sector by sector for blocks, until a

hole in the city existed in which he, at seventy feet up in the air in front of "Our Lady of the

Hermits," was almost at the center. It calmed him and perhaps he took it as a sign or maybe he

just appreciated the quiet, but nonetheless he realized that he could not only leave the doors
open, but could also light the candles, and so he did. Light radiated and flickered and refracted
from the roiling burnished surfaces, and bounced and danced until gradually the keepsafes

inside was like a larger candle on the timbers facing east, radiating into the night. It was vivid in
the darkness, and it warmed and lit Barriman's front until he seemed not unlike Buddha. He
sighed, but inside the keepsafe she remained eternally still. They wouldn't have had much to say

to each other anyway except perhaps as to the ultimate purposes of their being there. The twins
noticed Barriman up there. Perhaps in their world unlike ours they had known this time would
come, if not at that moment, then later. Probably they couldn't have conjured the blackout, but
somehow it was fitting, and the visage of that reflected and refracted small fire up there caused

even the twins to be still. Barriman sat looking at her with all his eyes, not thinking or recalling
or feeling or discriminating between one surface or another, he was at this point a receptor with
no resistance, as immediately engaged with this artifact and its surfaces as the laws of optics
would allow; no facts or concepts, just pure ineffable undifferentiated aesthetic consciousness,
rewarding him in an hour for fifteen years of plodding labor, except that at this moment he felt
none of that, transfixed, as he was, by the visage of Our Lady of the Hermits, in all her radiant
black-faced glory.

After an hour or so when his feet were cold and his back
ached and the power started to re-engage here and there and
people were beginning to notice and the candles were making a
mess and he could hear the twins starting to jabber, he pulled
out the clipping that he had carried for so long that it was soft
like tissue from folding and refolding. He leaned up and set it
on her feet, where in scale it had the same improbably disjunc-
tive relationship to her that the little crooked steel ladder had
to the keepsafe, and he read it for the last time and recalled
what it made him recall, only perhaps just this one time he no
longer recalled it with so much pain:

Then he snuffed the candles
and closed the doors, and with
well-practiced dexterity threw the
bolts, closed the hasps, locked the
locks, set the bars, engaged the
barriers and then, only just
slightly raising his eyes to the east

and west to catch the horizon
that in all his toiling he had rarely cared to observe, he made
his way to the big hole in the timbers where the stair began
and stepped slowly through. His boots rang the checkerplate
treads in muffled peals, his right hand traced down the smudge
on the beam that always steadied him, and he descended and
descended and descended and descended, never pausing, pace

and practice making it second nature. He descended to the
mezzanine with its yards and square yards of worn and rusted
checkerplate and piperails and its little stainless steel pavilion
with rounded ends and gasketed windows that somehow still
looked modern, even though handbills and graffiti and guano

and grime obscured the craft and skill that begat it. He ambled
across the mezzanine past the cornerstone of the "Our Lady's"
factory that had been preserved when the factory, with its
walnut-paneled lobby, was torn down. He ambled down the
long steel ramp, oblivious to the rhythm induced by his
lopsided gait, as his heavy shoes and burdened soul made the
checkerplate pop and bend and drum, so that as the lights
around the park spontaneously popped on here and there, and
the red beacon of "Thermal Mitts" exploded back to life, the
cadence of his feet sent out a percussion he was not attuned to
hear in the sonority of the occasion. And he ambled across the
akimbo cobblestones of the park toward Mrs. Altamont's, not
thinking or feeling, on auto-gyro now, not sad, but exhausted
in a manner that rarely happens to the living. He ambled past
the sign announcing the new government building project, up
the stairs past Mrs. Altamont's window and, with the same

care and deliberation he had exercised for fifteen years on
"Our Lady of the Hermits," packed the things he wished to
keep, and in a note apologizing to Mrs. Altamont for leaving
some things behind, paid an extra month's rent and left. When
Mrs. Altamont found his note, months went by before she

could get herself to paste a FOR RENT sign in the window, or
to glance in the direction of the Tower.

'With deepest regard for Georges Perec.

Wheneuer possible, Larry Rouch practices arcbitecture in Seattle and Palo Abo.
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make a deal, the world awaits! Hong Kong is definitely a city for
that peculiar flavor only a great city conjures. It wasn't always that way;
more like Seattle-a bit staid. Jan Morris, in her wonderful book on Hong
and practical." Suzie wong's red-lit wanchai District was tucked carefully
nial facade

Hong Kong and Seattle in the '60s and '70s had much in common-two cities on
their continents, trading entry ports, dependent on a handful of
economy and institutions were run by an English minoritS with various
much decision-making. Seattle's economy and institutions were run
select group, its architecture and institutions reflecting that

Te

China
{cld) Kaitak Frirport

The 1970s brought a double-edged boom to Hong Kong, with a huge influx of
well as capital being transhipped into China, and the city at the edge of the
land rose to the occasion. The place became known as a haven
became one, everyone a risk- taker. Hong Kong grew into one of the most
cities and economies in the world.J, -:.,..

^t1.

Feak restaurant and
tranrway terminus

Adding immigrants and expatriates to a basically Cantonese
million people, 80"/" of whom are from Cantonese stock-created a very
tion. Such a mix, concentrated on less than 800 square miles, led to a sometimes-creative ten-
sion.r After all, the Territory is a tiny appendage on, and soon to be part of,
continent of China.

Seattle: lntrovert among Cities

Seattle, on the other hand, is a city by default, a thickening of a net of su
about it. In the '70s it was part of the Northwest which Tom Robbins
ance, deflates extroversion and muffles the most exultant cry ."4 People
fantasy which the monochrome environment and climate tended to
tension came from uncertainty about the economy, which certainly did not
Part of its attraction for refugees from more urban states was its reputation for
consequence it could boast few risk-takers.

Until recently, Seattle seemed to be growing slowly. There might be
state developer whose proposal raised alarms, bur generally people

Hew egnv*nti&n {*anter transit systems and regional planning. People have been comfortable dri
and living the frontier myth on their forested plots. The slow pace of
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however, for hidden behind
the forest buffer zones along
arterials was a phalanx of
bulldozers. Now highway
congestion has appeared,
seemingly overnight; parking
lots are filling up. The ensuing
backlash has finally turned
into modest support for rail
transit.

Seattle may be on the cusp
between the era of the silent
forefathers and the new
urbanist entrepreneurs. Like it
or not, Seattle and the North-
west will grow-not on the
scale of Hong Kong in the
1970's, but grow nonetheless,
Hong Kong offers some
lessons for dealing with

, and for developing a

and efficient city
without
whole

Hong Kong as a Model
Metropolis

Unlike Seattle, there was no
natural for Hong Kong

were set to
become southern China's
leading trade centers. It's not a

natural port with a hinterland,
not on any mainland trade
routes. It is an artificial
construct, convenient and safe

as a colonial outpost-a city
on the edge, figuratively and
literally. In some ways, it's role
as an entrepot is not unlike
Seattle's role vis-a-vis Alaska
in the 19th Century. Not only
has its economy been based on
the handling of goods being
shipped through (tran-
shipped), it handles capital-
not gold these days, but
electronic and paper transfers
of vast sums of money in and
out of China.s

It grew helter-skelter, with
no nonsense. It still grows a

bit chaotic with little attention
to niceties, but somehow a

very habitable and exciting
modern cosmopolis has
evolved out of a row of
godowns (warehouses) on a

dusty water{ront. And as

noted above, it has shown that
a modern city can be compact,
relying on public transporta-
tion, not automobiles. The
roads are full, but partly
because there aren't many of
them, and partly because the
traffic is mostly trucks, buses,
light vans (minibuses), and
taxicabs that keep the eco-
nomic engine running. As in
most Asian cities, the few auto
commuters tend to be execu-
tives with drivers.
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from life along Broadway and

Promoting high-density private development

in the space above rail transit facilities can

help pay for and implement a public rail transit

system,lessening the need for public subsidy-

Government ownership of land is a big help in

sensible regional planning, but it's not the whole

story. Hong Kong's successes are based as well
on knowledgeable and aggressive leadership (a

perceptive governor was key in the 1970s),

proactive planners and architects, and an open

and flexible attitude rd rhanrre

There are pluses and minuses to bringing in

"wo r I d - cl a ss " a rch iteds. I n tra n s it a rch itectu re

and high-density development, at least, the
oluses win-

Cities are matrices for a rich and exciting life, and

they educate their citizenry to be ahle to demand

and get high quality from both public and private

sectors. Hong Kong and Seattle are both

examples in which population growth, in-
migration of different cultures, and a free

capitalistic society combine to further that
richness. Hong Kong is fufther ahead, not least

because its movers and shakers focus their
attention on the city and its high-density

satellites, rather than on nostalgic town forms of
the past. A focus on cities, not on suburbs, is the

key to a livable and sustainable 21st Century

environment-
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Creating compact high-density urban centers
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to promote
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development
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airport is served
extension of the
Railway. Along
the new West Rail
the Kowloon Canton
most stations will be the
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a radius of 400 meters
(1/4 mile) from each starion,
residential zoning with a

density bonus is encouraged.
This kind of linked

and land- SO
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and what
Seattle can learn from them:

The architect Richard Foster's Hong

Kong and Shanghai Bank Tower has

its ground floor escalators skewed

on the advice of a feng shui expert

to prevent money from escaping.

(Photo by Jack Sidener)
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(A) Concentrated Density: City and Country
The Territory is a successful example of preserving open space
through design and enforcement of a Compact City policy.
With public planning and preservation powers (all land is
Crown land), and a restrictive topography, the Territory has
been planned as a series of dense interconnected urban centers.
Over 15 years, the Territory built 20 miles of rail transit (there
are 10 million daily trips on public transport) and government-
supported housing in New Towns that now house 3 million
people of the total 5 million plus.

There is no urban sprawl, as Americans know it, in Hong
Kong.6 Land in the New Territories is carefully controlled by
the Territorial Government. Generally, only village-inhabitants
have been allowed to build new "villas" in the countryside,
within village boundaries. There are few new low-rise estates,
and those are very compact by American standards. Hong
Kong never had a cowboy mentality demanding big spreads;
many families grew up in tightly laid out walled or at least
circumscribed villages. 7

(B) The 3-D City

When between 200,000 and 500,000 people per
clamoring at your territorial borders, you don't look

geniuses Le Corbusier and the Megatects of the 1950,s. Stan
dardized concepts from the UK and Europe were dusted
found a hrppy home in the New Territories. Conseq
typical Hong Kong New Town is a forest of towers and
megastructures. The argument goes that squatters
huppy to be relocated by the governmenr rather than
typhoon that they would take anything, even a small
flat in which a family of five will share about 500

These small flats are one of the keys to achieving
Kong's high densities-average density in the new towns
some 150 people per acre, equivalent to Capitol Hill, Sea
densest area. The densest neighborhood in Hong Kon8,
Shui Po, has closer to 1,500 per acre. There is little crlme ln
these estates, which seems to be attributable to careful
sion, street-level commercial activity well into the
a high level of employment in the society as a whole.

The planners recognized that a true community at
densities would require vertical, not just horizontal, land
planning (as Corbu recognized in Unit6 Habitation). The
neighborhoods, or housing esrates, are layered with shops
ground level and on podiums, cars in the podium, and
ation space on top. Even the most anti-Corbu Postmode
architects would have to admit that these estares are not
habitable but pleasant, active, safe places in which to li

Architects of the more recent estates have taken
to ensure considerable shop space on ground level,
many of the estates become skirted with awnings and
the carts of fruit and magazines, tumbling out onto the side-
walks, and taking on some of the characteristics of older
commercial streets. In fact, the better designs create a veritable
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with reduced pressure to convert open space to housing. One
wonders why other cities haven't caught on; only in the last few
years has California's BART realized the value of the air space

over their parking lots.
Several world-class architects-Norman Foster and Terry

Farrell & Partners among them-are creating a powerful
transport architecture in Hong Kong. Foster is working both

,. wrth the railway and the new Hong Kong airport; Farrell's

rHong Kong office is developing stations and development
'tthemes for both the Mass Transit Railway (MTR) and KCRC,
which operates both short- and long-haul passenger and freight
services. This architecture, while subject to the "max the
envelope" credo of Hong Kong's free-market capitalism, is

taking great pains to avoid the architecture of arrival-and-
departure being subsumed behind commercial facades-their
designs for entrances and soaring transparent roof forms bring

, "celebrating
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natural light deep into the layered stations,
and arrival, as the a

Foster generation.
departure, rchitect Louis

"Modern cities some ancient conceptions; they are laden
with symbolic expression of a deep-seated desire to order the
earth and establish a link between terrestrial space and the over-
arching skY'" 

-yi Fu Tuans

\7hile the European ciryt skyline, and its character, clearly
have roots in symbols of transcendence, Hong Kong is first and
foremost a mercantile city. The modern mercantile city-and
Asia has many of them-is characterized by a skyline in which
corporations strive to reach a more sublime realm than their

, neighbors. They strive as well to maximize visibility, much as

the mature rainforest's crowns attempt to maximize exposure' 
to sunlight. Hong Kongers love theirlowers, feel their power

j*dt*ffifdecome energized as they approach Central (the business

ffiffict) on the Star Ferry. Of course, nothing remains the same
P,l:'fbrever, and there has been a recent public outcry against Cesar

Pelli's design for a proposed tower that would puncture the
profile of The Peak as seen from the most visited viewpoint on
the opposite shore of Kowloon.

The Peak and the ridgeline of which it is the highest point
have a profound importance in Hong Kong symbology. They
are the "dragon's back," the visible manifestation of feng shui
forces said to underlie the island. Pelli may be found guilty of

the dragon's back."
its larger environment, that of China the

a symbol. It symbolizes freedom and
ts of the hinterland, partly because of the
the current border, and partly because it

still an outpost of democratic capitalism. Mainland
vlsltors come across , see the life-style in a laissez-faire
economy, and to shop Sha Tshui (the tourist shopping
district of Kowloon), ew Town's five malls (with Toys
R Us, a massive dancing and infinite blue-jeans

shops), Ocean Park Theme Park, and even glitzy new housing
estates like Gold Coast seem to be the principal entertainment
venue for whole extended families from across the border in
China, as well as several million teenagers from the New Towns
of Hong Kong.

The City is a venue for festivals, and loves to celebrate with
fireworks, parades, and any excuse to light the streets and
seaside promenades with lanterns and firepots in which to burn
paper representations of personal enemies or ghosts. During
festival weekends the railway crossing at the border handles an
average of 10,000 people per hour!

(E) City of change

"The character of a place is defined by the quality of its institu'
tions, which depends in turn on their adaptability to change and
ability to satisfy the desire for renewal and innovation."

-Louis Kahn
A flexible outlook and a willingness to accept change has

characterized Hong Kong people throughout the city's history.
This is probably because most people have family histories
marked by escapes from unpleasant situations. Many fled
political repression, and there is a history of destruction and
rebuilding because of typhoons and district-wide fires. There
may also be a case for attributing this flexibility to the Buddhist
belief in impermanence of all things: "The most precious thing
in life is uncertainty. "

Hong Kong is now in the throes of planning for another 2
million people (or more, according to some legislators) ex-
pected over the next ten years. As rapidly as they can they are
readying for several new rail lines, more reclaimed land, and
rezoning of considerable industrial land for residential use, and
at least one major new town.

An early reviewer of this article s?,ld, "What's the point of publishing this? lt'll fall on

l've been at conferences in Seattle where three stories was considered high-

e point is well-taken. Seattleites still reject the notion that they live in a city,

which may well need to learn how to integrate high-density pockets to avoid a

complete carpeting of the surrounding forested matrix. One would think that architects

,,3,nd 
pl"nners would be scheming about how to design and plan for maior growth in a

But instead of confronting the problem realistically, as suggested in Vision 2020e and its

spawn, there has been a noticeable emphasis in the universities and design journals (not

just in Seattle but across the U.S.) on arkind of retro-nostalgic viltige model perpetuat-

ing low-densities.10 Recognizing 
fh,1{.hiSh-rise 

high-density communities, maybe not as

mega-intense as those which chaf$ttbrize Hong Kong but dense nonetheless, may be

appropriate for certain parts of the Seattle area would require a radical paradigm shift.

Likely? This writer wouldn't Vent
i. ''

,r,,t r, ','jt 
'

::::.::

. ...:4.

ure a guess, but it doesn't huft to raise a red flag or so.

Jack Sidener is Chief Urban Design Planner

for tbe Kowloon and Canton Railway

Corporation in Hong Kong, and in the fall
takes up a post as Professor of Arcbitecture

at the Chinese Uniuersity of Hong Kong.

He bas taught at the Uniuersity of
Washington's College of Arcbitecture and

Urban Planning, and practiced arcbitecture

and urban design in Seattle and San

Francisco for a number of years. He is a

Fellow in the American Institute of Archi-

tects dnd a member of APEC's Aduisory

Committee on Sustainable Cities.
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Anderson
Anderson
Schoepp

Architects Mark Anderson and

Peter Anderson of Seattle, and

sculptor Cameron Schoepp of

Fort Worth, Texas, have worked

together building publlc art,

architecture and construction
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in th
Architecture Review Volume Vll.

The graphically oppositional text

expresses the conflicts a

simultaneity of theoreti

concerns with the meaning and

progress of material culture

alongside visceral interests in

making things and having

fun exploring the infinltety

fasclnating world of industrial

materlals and processes.
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THINKING

A withering ladt of imaginaUon cripples the

advancement of modem culture.

Comptacent nanowmindednass supports the
quickening creep of social-political reaction
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animageof a D6, and a lig
whileactually near the site, but everything els

onlythe materiat except for the stuff that the people from there
but atso its capacity already buitt before us. We already have most of

the trucks and tools we need. Do you know that
there's a whole desert of mothballe d 742's that they
could let us use? And once they have all the B-r's
there's no reason why we couldn't have the B-52's
and when they have the Stealth's we can have the
B-r's and we could probabty have the Space Shuttle
right now. We coutd do a lot of the preliminary site
work with the bombers and then fly in a C-r3o
transport with short runway capability. The nose
drops and the three of us come blasting out in a

jeep. Cam's driving, Peter's sitting on the
seatback with a walkie-talkie. Mark's in back
watching the ptane through binoculars as fat yeltow
earth movers rattle out. lthink the pioneers and
the terrorists understand what we're talking about.
Talking and pictures are behind us now. We're
gonna make some stuff.

rcal political significance in

effecting physicat changes in fte world. A
genuine, potiticat art resists the conceptuat

in favor of the materiaL the substantial rcalm

wherc it wietds effective poryer. There is no

time for art to quiefly sptash about in ctever

commentary and cynical dissipation while
reaction unselectively tears down the

modern world and its futute with the slogan

that'it didrft work faster than anyone is

now imagining and building tte continual

expansion of human possibiUffes that that
wortd promised. A* must take a less cynical

attitude toward matedal change. Everywhere

there is the need and opportunlty to dream

up and start making whole new worlds

again.
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This project was presented as Mark Wolf's Master of Architecture thesis in 1990.
Thesis committee members were Galen Minah, Doug Kellbaugh, and Rick Mohler,

Tearing it down is one answer. lf you have been to the San
Francisco waterfront and seen where the Alaskan Way Viaduct,s
twin once stood, you will understand why. ln its place is a well
designed boulevard with transit and mature palm trees down the
center island. The transformation of the waterfront is complete
with street fixtures and kiosks reminiscent of paris. yet to be
completed is the Ferry Building Plaza at the end of Market street,
complete with fountains. This project, even in its uncompleted
stage, has transformed the waterfront, from south of the Bay
Bridge to Pier 39, into one of the main focal points of the city.

lf it is unthinkable for Seattle to tear down the viaduct, other
options should be explored to make it a positive asset to the
waterfront, which is one of the most beautiful locations in any
city. Little has been done in Seattle that lives up to this setting,
but much has been done over the years to detract from it.

Here is another solution to the Viaduct that could structurally
update it and enhance the central water"front. Presented as a
thesis to explore the possibilities of building to accomodate a new
use within the confines of an existing unrelated structure, this
project poses a hypothetically abandoned Alaskan Way viaduct
along Seattle's downtown waterfront as a platform for a college
campus. The intent was to create waterfront, campus and via-
duct, downtown and campus.

Organized as a collection of linearly arranged buildings that
accrete along the elevated decks of the viaduct, the campus
would grow indefinitely, responding in its own form and organiza-
tion to surrounding conditions as appropriate. A latticework of
steel elevator and stair towers reach up from below to serve all of
the different levels above. Two levels of classrooms and work-
shops open out on a cantalevered public boardwalk that doubles
as a city promenade. A final level of auditorium and lecture halls
float above, recalling images of sails and docked ships.

- Ted Mader
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May

zz
Exhlbits: Seattle Collects
Painftngs'Works from
Private Collecfions'

Seattle Art Museum

Through $ept.7,1,997

June

4
Curator's Lecture:'Senlor Curator
Sheryl Conkelton"

Final lecture in the Lecture Series:
"The View fiom lnside-

Henry Art Gallery, {.ISU Faye G.
Allen Center for the Visual Arts

Exhlbits: 'The Archltecturc of
Reassurance Designing the
Disney Theme Farks.

Through iept.28,1997

Canadian Centre for Architecture
Exhibitions, Quebec, Canada
514-939-7000

zt
Tour: "Historlc Seattle!
Stellacoom Toufl

Contact Historic Seattle Preserva-
tion and Development and
Authority @ 622-6952 for
registration info.

9:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Exhibits: *Homage to Fitm lloif
Seattle Art Museum

Through Feb.22,1998

r4
Erhlblts:'Documents ilorthwest
The POIICHO Serles'
Kumi Yamashita

Seattle Art Museum

Through Nov.23,1997

0ngoing

Mew Point Tour: I{ew Season
of Architecturat Tours
The first tours of this series were
in April and May, but continue
until October. The balance of the
tour series:

Illeekend Tours

June 7 Waterfront Renaissance

June 21 Terra Cotta Seattle

JuJy 12

Denny Blaine Neighborhood

luly 26 Harvard Belmont
Aug.23 Belltown
Sept. 5 Modern/?ost Modern
Oct. 18

Fraternity and Sorority Row
Sept.27 Castle in Seattle
Oct.4
Bungalows and Craftsman Homes
Oct. 18 U.W. Campus

Lunchdme Tours

July Series

July 9 Hard Hats

July 16 At The Top

July 23 Frye Art Museum

July 30 REI

Brochures with complete informa-
tion and registration form are
available by calling the View-
points Tours Info Line @ 567-
9185. These are three hour guided
walking tours led by guides
knowledgeable in architecture,
history, and design. Non-refund-
able admission is $18/person for
each tour, $1S/student. Discounts
if taking four or more tours.
Participants myst pre-register and
pre-pay by mail.

Through Oct. 18

Exhibit: "Korean Ceramics for the
Koryo Dynasty: The utterberg
Collection"

Through Nov 2, 1997

Exhibit: 'l{arrow Pathways to
lofty Peak: Japanese Literati
Painting of the r8th Centurf,

Through Au;g. 1.7, t997

Exhibit "Documents l{orthwest/
The POI{CHO Series: Fay fones: A
Twenty-Year Retrospective"

Through JuJy 20,1997

Henry Art Gallery Events

Exhibit:'lnaugural Exhibitions:
Celebrating the Opening of the
new Henry Art Gallenf

This major exhibition, presented
in the new 6,500- square-foot
skylit South Galler5 fearures
seven, large-scale installations by
prominent contemporary artist
such as Louise Bourgeois, Mona
Hatoum, Gary Hill, Annette
Messager, and Lucas Samaras.

Through }une 29,1.997

Exhibit: 'Between Lantern and
Laser: Video Projections"

Media Gallery

Through July 22,1997

Exhibit: "Richard Long: Puget
Sound Mud Circles"

East Gallery

Through Atg.31,1997

Exhibit: "Sculpture from the fon
and Mary Shirley Collection"

Illsley Ball Nordstorm
Sculpture Court

RICHARD RHODES tNTIRVIEW

addition to the perception o{ this
project, or is it just too much money
and too much time spent on something
that ultimately ends up trivializing it?"
So having the reality of business has

been a very positive thing.

RR: We've been singled out and had a

lot written about us. In fact, lately it
seems more press has been about our
use of the computer and the Internet
for productivity than anything wrinen
about our artistic contribution. I take
a very aggressive stance toward
productiviry tools that Microsoft and
the computer has allowed us to use.

\Ve have one of the most sophisticated
computer networking and Internet
configurations in the country
[including a Rhodes Masonry Web
site] and currently we're a poster child
for Microsoft Office 97.

Technologg on the other hand, is
an interesting contrast, because we,re
essentially doing 12th century work
with 20th cenrurv rechnology-nor in
the realm of our tooling; our tooling is
mostly 19th century-but in terms of
how we manage the construction
process. I have, in fact, invented a lot
of tools, so it's not that we don't use

technology, it's that we are applying
2Oth century technology to essentially
19th century technique. Technology
and new material fads come and go,
but I see stone as one of the basic
elements of civilization: Stone, Fire,
'Water, Air. Brick and stone are
immune to trends. Masonry is one of,
maybe the most basic elements of
construction, and one of the safest,
ironically, when combined with
today's reinforcement technology.

RR: My sense is that really good
design and good craftsmanship sell
themselves, and that we sell people
extraordinarily expensive concepts

that the architect and the general

contractor can't even imagine are in
the budget. But because they are well
presented, well thought-out and

designed, people recognize the value of
them.

I also think that we're reaching a

point in our business where people

know that Rhodes will produce 400-
1,000 fireplaces in one lifetime,
period. And, "Thatt a finite number
and I want one." Ve're finally
reaching a point where there's some
value in having something that's been

designed by us. We're just beginning to
see that.

Calendar ofEvents

r7 August SAM Events

T2
Event:

"First Friday Lecture Series"

Join SAM curators and guest
speakers on the first Friday of
each month through June, for
lectures about SAM's collection
and special exhibitions. All
lectures begin at 11 a.m.; a

docent tour follows. Admission
is free to visitors 62 years and,
older, and free to others with
museum admission.

6

7:30 pm

Lecture:'Fay fones Retrospective,'

Northwest artist Fay Jones speaks
about the work in her exhibition
at SAM. A gallery tour follows.

Auditorium, downtown Seattle
Art Museum

11 am

II
Film: Sfones and Flles

$5 generaU free to members and
UI7 students

Henry Art GallerS IIW Faye G.
Allen Center for the Visual Arrs

z6
'Art Diatogue" with
Robin Reidy Oppenheimer

Robin Reidy Oppenheimer,
media arts consultant

Henry Art Gallery, UW Faye G.
Allen Center for the Visual Arts

Free

Juty

r7
Lecture'Historic Seattle!
Houseboat Lecture'

Contact Historic Seattle Preserva-
tion and Development and
Authority @ 522-6952 for
registration info.

Tour: *Historic Seattlet
Houseboat Touf

TZ 20

Exhibits:

"A Passion for Fossession
African Art" Contact Historic Seattle Preserva-

tion and Development and
Authority @ 622-6952 for
registration info.

Seattle Art Museum

Through lune 21,1998

Please keep us informed.

Fax, call or e-mail us with interesting events and we,ll list them in the
calendar. Arcade is going on line soon, so we will be able to update our
calendar with ease.

ARCADE Calendar:
2318 Second Ave., Box 54
Seattle, WA 98121
or
arcade00@msn.com 40

Through Sept.28



ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN
People, Paths, and Purposes
Notations for a Participatory Enuirotecture

Philip Thiel

"Thiel is moving against the current of a long-standing

tradition in westem design theory, and his work may

wcll help transform design thinking, producing dcsigns

more accornmodating to the users of these spaccs."-
Harry Het't, Denison Uniuersity

Clothbound, $60.00

Common Place
Toward Neishborhoorl an d R p oi nn nl no") n'^
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REPUIATIO]{ HA]{OS OJ{.
If you're designing draperies for an office building, hospital, iaw

firm, restaurant, or an igloo in Anchorage, give us a ring. At Penthouse

Drapery, we've spent close to 30 years helping people just iike you. We

manufacture to your exact design specs. On time. And, to your budget.

We can help with fabric or hardware choices that your project requires.

Plus, we've discovered hundreds of great ideas for window treatments

over the years, one of which might work for you.

Call (206)292-8336. And find friendly, prompt professionals like

other Northwest firms have, for over a quarter-century.

You'll find we're great to hang with.
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4115 FIRST AVENUE SOUTH . SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98134

..WHY HAVE

CIVIC BODIES

BOUGHTAS MANY

AS IOO COPIES OF

CITY COMFORTS

ATATIME?''

Because it's a hands-on book
for experts...

City Comforts in the hands of Don Wunori of Philips

Wuori Long lnc.

..that everyone can grasp
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&
O Rogcr K. Lewis in lle \Y'uhhgton Pot.

"I was in the office of a promi-

nent Vancouver landscape

architect firm, responsible for

some of the most important new

projects in the city and there on

a desk was a copy of City
Comforts. Not surprising, really.

Except this copy was absolutely

jammed with little stickers and

notes, almost doubling the

thickness of that little volume.

Clearly, City Comforts was a

miniature encyclopedia for these

urban designers.

"So my advice to potential

purchasers: buy two. Ci4r

Comforts is the kind of book

easily worn out from overuse."

- Gordon Price, Councillor,
City of Vancouver B.C.

ATYOUR BOOKSTORE OR CALL 205 545 4523

www.crTYcoMFoRTs.coM
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On MyMind

Forward Seattle
by Dat,id Bre*ster

Open mayor's races, such as

Seattle is having in 1997, are
rar(' ()pporruniries for civic
dehrtes ahour important issues.
Morcver, the shift of federal
authority and dollars puts a
premium on locnl laboratories
to find good new ideas and to
adrpr rhem from other ciries.
Seattle, lullcd by complacency
from its g<,od narional press,
needs to get back at the fore-
front of innovation.

S7ith that in mind, a group
of rbour 20 Seattle citizens,
including a goodly number of
architect/activisrs (Doug
Kelbaugh, John Pastier, Clint
Pehrson, Peter Staten, Davidya
Kasperzyk), last fall started
meeting once a week to com-
pare ideas, sift through pro-
grams from other cities, and
craft an agcnda for substantive
reform for the next four years.
Now, Forward Seattle hopes to
inject some of these ideas into
the city races of 1997, so that
there is more discussion of
serious ideas and less mudsling-
ing or posruring about issues
that city officials have no
authority ro solvc. The exact list
of idcas was not clear at press
time for this issue of ARCADE,
so what follows is taken from a
Draft Agenda.

One of the central rhemes
of our discussion was the need
to make pl:lces, particularly in
this age of economic and social
displacemenr. More complete
neighborhoods, where work
and residence are closer to-
gether and residents can walk to
more services, emerged as a
high priority, whether to solve
transportation problems, to
acct,mmodare more densiry or
to pull people out of their
isolated living spaces and into
the public places of a true
neighborhood. One idea was a

kind of super-urban village, an
inner-city zone encompassing
Capitol Hill, the Regrade and
downtown, Queen Anne, and
the near North End, that would
accepf more density in exchange
for enhanced pedestrian
amenities, transit, and bike
lanes. We felt this puts density
where people are more accept-
ing of it already, makes living
without cars more possible, and
somewhat shields the outer,
more suburban neighborhoods
from density they resist.

We were also concerned
about how the have-less
neighborhoods can share in the
coming boomtimes. Forward
Seattle calls for a specific, multi-
year plan for spending on the

infrastructure needs of these
neighborhoods, rather than the
past practice of deferring such
expenditures when particular
interests, such as sports stadi-
ums, Nordstrom's new store,
and the like come along. The
city has shamelessly
underinvested in these outer
neighborhoods, but now that
we have a period of prosperiry
we have the means to finish the
job of spreading the great urban
neighborhoods of the ciry. One
thing that seems to work well in
other cities is the Community
Development Corporarion,
combining residenrs, businesses,
and philanthropic sources to
create coordinated plans for
housing, jobs, rerail, ameniries,
and public safety in disrressed
areas. Msible public investment
is key to these plans, as is the
mobilization of latent social
institutions. Once the plan
seems firm and visible improve-
ments occur in an orderly wa5
the private sector gains the
confidence to invest extensively
in otherwise neglected areas.

Seattle has become a very
" government-heavy" ciry,
reluctant to allow the nongov-
ernmental, nonprofit sector,
such as CDCs, to flourish. In
response, Forward Seattle
encourages the liberation of
some agencies, such as the Z0o,
the Aquarium, and the Library
from the detailed political
conrrol of City Hall and the
Council. The Zoo, for instance,
could be city-owned, but
managed by a nonprofit agency
operating under public charter
and raising much of its own
money from philanthropic
sources.

A more targeted govern-
ment, withdrawing from cerrain
areas that may have been
entered into during previous
emergencies and moods, is
probably the only way to find
new money for more basic
services, such as infrastructure
or providing universal access to
medical insurance for all Seattle
citizens. For those of us inter-
ested in better design, this may
also be the way for these

"liberated" agencies to have the
confidence to commission
distinguished architecture, with
less fear of being attacked
politically as elitists or extrava-
gant; also, there could be fewer
social agendas attached to the
proiects.

Central to this thinking is

the premise that Seattle should
now behave like a mature city,
not a frontier outpost. That

means attention to the hall-
marks of great cities: quality
public spaces, handsome public
buildings, civilized place-
making, fl ourishing thought-
institutions, the arts. There will
be a great era of philanthropy in
the next ten years, thanks to the
Microsoft wealth, and if we can
create the opportunities for
distinguished building and
institutional growrh, relatively
free from the entanglements of
city agendas, we could have
more examples of remarkable
place-making, such as Stephen
Holl's St. Ignatius Chapel at
Seattle University. For this to
happen regularly, there are rhree
essential conditions. First, a

Breater culture of innovation
and risk-taking at City Hall,
aided by a new philosophy of
recruitment of talent. Second,
greater encouragement of the
nongovernmental secror and
"civil sociery" sphere where this
excellence can flourish with
fewer distractions. Third,
greater confidence from the
citizens that the basic needs of
the have-less neighborhoods,
and particularly the Iong-
deferred infrastructure, are
being taken care of, so thar
good architecture does not seem
Iike governmenr largess to rhe
privileged.

Two catchy, smaller ideas
for dessert. One is to illuminate
landmarks, as in Paris, making
public art of our bridges, ferries,
shorelines, and major buildings
as a way of creating romance,
brightening the dark days of
winter, and making citizens feel
cherished. Thc other is to
reclaim the drab bridges across
the I-5 gulch in downtown
Seattle, by lining some of them
wirh shops. as in a certain
famous bridge in Florence, thus
shielding people from freeway
noise and making a connection
from downtown to First Hill.

This year is the 100th
anniversary of the Alaskan Gold
Rush that made Seartle a major
city. In 1997,with our "capital
surpluses" from rhe booming
economy, the migration of
creative talent, and the pros-
pects for much greater philan-
thropy, the town is poised for a

"Bold Rush."

For a copy of the Fonrvard
Seattle proposals, send your
request to 1415 35th Avenue,
Seattle 98122, or e-mail to:
DB rewster@Seattl eweekly. com

D auid Brew ster, editor/pub-
lisher of Seattle Weekly, has
been a conuenor of tbe Foruard
Seattle roundtable.
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consulting for architects,

Iandscape architects, engineers,

designers and clients interested

in communicating about their

services through innovation.

NORTH\rEST INSTITUTE

/ar ARCHITECI'URE
anl URBAN S]'UDIES in I'IALY

CALL FOR APPLICATIONS

NIAUSI FELLO\UTISHIP PROGRAM 1 9 9 8

The Northwest Institute for
Architecture and Urban Studies in
Italy (NIAUSI) is requesting proposals
for the 1998 Fellowship Program.

Fellowships are offered to active design

professionals with a minimum of 7
years of professional experience, who
practice in'Washington, Oregon and

Idaho. The fellowships are intended to
provide the opportuniry to achieve a

better understanding of complex urban
design issues in the Pacific Northwest
and to promote excellence in the
design qualiry of the built environment
through the study ofcontinuity and
change in Italian architecture, culture,
art and history.

Fellowships couer the costs of

airfare, include a $1,000 stipend

and hdgingfor up to three montlis

during the I 998 calendar year.

Applicants mqr propose a residenry

either in Rome, Perugia or Florence.

An information session uill be

held at Mondeo, 1200 W'estern

Aaenue in Seanle onJune 4, 1997
at 6:00 pnu. Fellowship Applica-
tions may be piched up at Peter
MillerBoohs, 1930 First Auenue

in Seattle, or obtained by calling
206.728.0602.

DEADLINE

FOR

SUBMISSION

IS 5:00 PM,

JULY15,1997.

For further informarion

regarding NIAUSI,

the Fellowship Program

or the information session,

contact Herschel Parnes at

206.728.0602.

NIAUSI

communicationsMARKETING
studio

ellen k. southard

117 summit ave e

seattle wa 98102

tel 206 329 5387

f ax 206 328 361t)
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DAVID RYAN/& ASSOCIATES

" from the toothbrush to the city"

r\

c.
It-

,t(

experienced and thoughtful industrial design,
spanning many continents, many products and many peoples.

215 second Ave south. M3 seattle. wA.98104. USA. tel 206223 1956.iax206223 1975.
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Woven infra-red
energy modulator
with extruded and
machined olumi-
num structurol
components beats
the heat while
maintoining
desiroble leveb of
meosuroble visuaI
spedrum radiotion
in elevoted region:
of high-tech
Californio
compony.

MIANI 1

Say it keeps the
ploce cool and
bight.

LSE 1

Recent projecR in
Seottle, Milwaukee,
Tolgro, Son Jose,
Johannesburg.
Great teamwork
with architects
(here with
Hannum &
Associqtes of San
Froncisco) and
owners (otAT&T/
GeoSphere) and

fobricotors. Call
206/448-1003
today - you won"t
regret it.

AT?

LL?

lt @s

Finish your vege-
tables. Weor white
ot night. Callyour
mom if you'll be
out past 11:00.

Bannerworks, Inc.
2670 Western
Seattle, WlA

98121-1i76
206/448-1204
fax
206/448-1003
phone

WE DO REAI.
COOL STUF
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